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MSU investigates burn marks
By EDWARD SHERIDAN
Staff Writer
State and local law enforcement
agencies are investigating an incident that left burn marks on the
second floor of one of Murray
State University's residence halls.
According to a tampus-wide e-

mail sent out Tuesday to MSU
students, faculty and staff, a name
was found burned into a 3 foot
by 3.5 foot area of carpet between
rooms 214 and 219 in the south
wing of Hart Residential College.
A burn mark was also found on
a door frame on the same floor.

According to the e-mail, the
incident, the results of which were
discovered Sunday, did not create
enough smoke or heat to activate
the residence hall's fire alarm,
meaning no immediate notice was
give to MSU Public Safety or residents of the building.

"It wasn't actually a fire, as
far as we can determine," said
Mittie Southerland, interim director of public safety at the university. "We don't know if there
were any flames. There was just
a burn mark on the floor."
Southerland said the incident was

report to the MSU Housing Office
first. She also said the university
is not prepared to release any other
details, such as the name that was
burned into the carpet, at this time.
On Sept. 18, 1998, a fire on
the fourth floor of MSU's Hester
Residential College claimed the
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MSU ad
deemed
too vague

Sheriff
warns of
burglaries
By MORGAN HARDY
Staff Writer
Calloway County Sheriff Stan
Scott is warning local residents to
watch for suspicious persons after
a rash of burglaries throughout the
county.
Burglars broke into eight housk, six of which
es over the past
cott said. The
were
'tted during
burgli
his knowlthe
used.
edge,
Scott added that the burglaries
were likely committed by a team
of three people, with two people
breaking in and one driver. No
pattern is apparent in the thefts.
He ordered extra patrols around
the county Monday to assist with
the investigation, and residents are
asked to keep an extra eye out
for suspicious persons at homes.
Scott said there are no suspects.
"Everyone usually thinks of people doing these kind of things at
nighttime," Scott said. "Nobody
would think of someone breaking
into a house in the middle of the
day."
Furthermore, Scott said the
break-ins have occurred at houses
with no nearby neighbors, and have
been very brief as to not draw notice.
"These are houses even on main
roads, but when the nearest house
is 200-300 yards away,it's not going
to attract much attention," Scott
said.
Jewelry, from costume to fine
works, has been the item of choice

life of student Michael Minger.
A lawsuit was filed by Minger's
mother, Gail Minger, against thenMSU Public Safety Director Joe
Green and Associate Housing Director David Wilson after it was dis-

By EDWARD SHERIDAN
Staff Writer
Wanted: One . university president.
In a nutshell, that is what an advertisement that will be published in the Chronicle
on Higher Education Thursday will detail
about Murray State University's search for a
new president - and the university's faculty
senate is highly disappointed.
"There's really nothing (in there) about
qualifications," faculty senate president Bill Call
said following a meeting of the MSU Faculty Senate Tuesday. "All it says is that the
university is looking for a president."
MSU was thrown into the midst of its
presidential search last month when current
president Dr. Kern Alexander announced he
would be retiring effective June 30 of this
year. The university's board of regents declared
itself as the presidential search committee
shortly after the announcement.
A copy of the ad is currently posted on
the MSU Human Resources Web site. It begins
by stating that thc university is seeking a

BERNARD KANE/Ledger & Times photo

BLOWING HOT.. Internationally renowned jazz band leader Maynard Ferguson smoked the roof off Lovett
Auditorium Tuesday night during a performance with his Big Bop Nouveau Band. The concert was a quick
addition to his national tour.

• See Page 2

Paper feels wrath of NASCAR fans
ORLANDO, Fla. (AP) — The Orlando
Sentinel's request for the autopsy photos
of Dale Earnhardt has brought a torrent of
angry calls and e-mail from race fans and
prompted an effort by lawmakers to prevent the release of such pictures in future
cases.
Over the past two days, Sentinel Editor

Tim Franklin has taken about 3,000 of the
almost 7,000 e-mails and calls.
"Some of the e-mails have been quite
ugly, but I understand it's an emotional
issue," Franklin said. "While we feel sorry
for the Earnhardt family and what they're
going through, there's a big issue here about
NASCAR safety and we're simply trying

to provide more intormation about how
Dale Earnhardt died."
Franklin has said repeatedly that the
newspaper has no intention of publishing
the photos but wants to view them so that
a head trauma expert can make an independent determination of the cause of death.
The Sentinel ran a series last month that

showed three NASCAR drivers who died
last year suffered fractures at the base of
the skull.
"He's the fourth driver in nine months
to die." Franklin said. "This isn't a fight
that we seek or asked for, but we believe

See Page 2

Garbage bill cleaned out
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — Senate Republicans
won committee approval Tuesday for a bill they say
will help clean up Kentucky. but they may not have
the support to do much more with it.
Because their proposal makes a modest appropriation to begin cleaning up illegal dumps and begin
a litter abatement program, it will require threefifths votes in the House and Senate.
The 18 Senate Democrats oppose the latest version, contending it does little to really get to the
issue of ensuring that household garbage goes into
a proper landfill and not over the nearest hillside.
"It's a do-nothing bill," said Sen. Ernesto Scorsone, D-Lexington. "In some ways, we're trying to
protect the people who dump all this waste on the

state."
House Speaker Pro Tern Larry Clark. D-Louisville,
said solid-waste legislation is being weakened to
appease local officials and promote the gubernatorial aspirations of others.
Clark, who is the primary sponsor of the legislation already passed by the House and preferred by
Gov. Paul Patton. said a Senate version does little
to cut off the flow of garbage that creates the thousands of illegal dumps that dot the landscape of
Kentucky.
Clark said Republican Senate President David
Williams and House Speaker Jody Richards, a Demo-

II See Page 2

House ready to repeal regs

BERNARD KANE1 edger 8. Times photo

BOOKING CLEANUP.. Murray State University senior Michelle Jenkins arranges some
books prior to the start of the Scholastic Book Fair in the Special Education Building Tuesday afternoon. Profits from the sales will go to local elementary schools and
the Calloway County Public Library. The sale is open to the public.
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All 50 Republican senators voted to overturn the
regulations, as did six Democrats. The White House
called the rules "vague and cumbersome." And Senate GOP Whip Don Nickles, R-Okla., who led the
GOP effort, said the ergonomics standard was the
"most intrusive, expensive and job-killing regulation
ever handed down" by the Occupational Safety and
Health Administration.
But union officials said it appeared that organized labor was paying the price for its support of
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WASHINGTON (AP) - Orgamied labor is bracing for yet another blow from a Republican-led Congress and White House poised to repeal Clinton
administration regulations aimed at reducing repetitive motion injuries in the workplace.
The House could vote as early as Wednesday following the Senate's quick approval Tuesday to kill
the regulations. which business groups — with Republicans and the Bush administration as allies — have
derided as too costly and extreme.
Passage there would give President Bush his first
chance to sign substantive legislation since he took
office a little more than six weeks ago.
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II Ad ...
From Page 1
new president to follow Alexander. Aside from an address to send
resumes to, the rest of the ad is
devoted to describing attributes of
the university, not criteria the new
president should possess.
MSU Board of Regents chair
Sid Easley has said that the board
simply wanted to get the word out
that it is looking for a new president. Call, however, said the senate believes the board may have
rushed into placing the ad.
"There's some concern of its
complete lack of statement of criteria and qualifications for the president," Call said. "The board, of
course, has plened to develop a
criteria, but normally that is placed
in ads at the start."
Several regents participated in
meetings with the MSU faculty
last week to discuss what the criteria for the position should be.
While Call has been critical of
the board's decision to choose itself
as the search committee, he said
last week's meetings were a step
in the right direction to opening
up the selection process.
"We appreciate the public hearings that they've had," Call said.
"We thought those were positive
things, and we felt it was important for the senate to go on record
in support of these efforts."
Nevertheless, the senate passed
a resolution listing several criteria
it believes should be used in searching for the new president. That
criteria includes the following recommendations:
• The president should hold an
earned doctorate or terminal degree
appropriate to his/her position.
• The president should have
proven ability to represent the university effectively to national, state
and local government and to the
Council on Postsecondary Education.
•The president should be responsive to faculty. staff and student
concerns.

PRESIDENT: Murray State University, a tax-assisted, coeducational university founded in 1922, is seeking a president. The new
president will succeed Dr. Kern Alexander, who is retiring after a
very successful tenure in office. Listed among the top regional corn.
prehensive universities for the past ten years by U.S. News and
World Report, Murray State enrolls 9,100 students representing 44
states and over 40 foreign countries. With 400 faculty members, the
university has graduate and undergraduate students in 136 accredited
programs in five colleges - Business and Public Affairs: Education:
Humanities and Fine Arts: Health Sciences and Human Services: and
Science, Engineering and Technology: as well as a School of Agriculture. MSU freshmen have the highest ACT scores among all Kentucky regional universities, and the acceptance rate of its graduates
into professional schools is among the highest in the nation. Located in western Kentucky within 40 miles of Illinois, Missouri and
Tennessee. Murray State has a 230-acre main campus with study centers in four other cities where it offers both undergraduate and master's programs. MSU currently has an annual budget of over $100
million. The university's 75 main campus buildings include a new
Regional Special Events Center, a new College of Education and will
begin construction of a new $26 million science complex during the
next school year. MSU is a charter member of the Ohio Valley Conference and a Division I member of the NCAA. The city of Murray
is a very attractive community with excellent health care and cultural facilities, nationally recognized public schools, low cost of living.
moderate climate and unlimited outdoor recreation available at nearby Kentucky Lake and Lake Barkley and the Cumberland. Ohio, Mississippi and Tennessee Rivers. Applications, nominations and requests
for detailed information should be directed to: Presidential Search
Committee, PO Box 487, Murray, KY 42071: www.murraystate.edu.
Murray State University is an affirmative action, equal opportunity
employer.

covered that a small fire on the
same floor of the residential college just five days earlier was not
reported.
Southerland said the public safety department had no current plans
to increase patrols in the area.
MSU Housing Director Paula
Hulick would not comment Wednesday morning on whether the housing department planned to take
any extra precautions.
Southerland said the intent of
the e-mail was not to create a
panic, but rather to gather inforBERNARD KANEfLedger & Times photo
mation that could lead to the appre- Hart Residential College will be the focus of an investigation
hension of the person responsible involving burn marks found on its second floor over the weekfor the incident. A similar alert end.
was recently sent out, she said,
the MSU Deparunent of Public
after several students received hate cial report because we don't know
the Kentucky State Police
Safety,
who did this at this point. We
messages via e-mail.
Fire Marshal's Office.
State
the
and
informuch
"The main thing we're trying want to try and get as
yet issued any addinot
has
KSP
to do is get information that might mation as we can and let people
regarding its
information
tional
lead to finding out who did this," know what happened."
incident.
the
of
investigation
include
agencies
Investigating
Southerland said. "We did the spe-

•NASCAR

• The president selected should
be the product of an open, national search that results in a candidate who enjoys broad support of
all elements of the university.
The resolution also quotes the
MSU Faculty Handbook, stating,
"The faculty senate is empowered
by the board of regents to act for
the university faculty" and "may
act as the official channel of faculty opinion on all matters which
have a bearing on institutional
excellence."
Call said the resolution will be
sent to all regents.
The senate also passed a resolution in support of an initiative
by university administrators to offer
financial compensation to faculty
who participate in residential col-

KENTUCKY LOTTERY
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lege activities.
"Some faculty are plainly
opposed to it," Call said. "Others
are very supportive of it. What
we did was to come up with a
resolution that says under certain
conditions, we would support it."
Those conditions include administrators promising that participation in the residential colleges would
remain voluntary, not affecting
tenure or promotion considerations,
and that funds to provide the extra
pay would come from new sources,
not part of the university's general merit pay pool.
"In other words, there is a state
fund available to universities to
support recruitment and retention
of students," Call said. "What we're
saying is, we support using that
kind of funding source."

• Garbage
From Page 1
crat, want to pass something relatively innocuous to claim public
credit without having to incur any
political cost.
"They both want to run for
governor," Clark said.
Patton was also sharply critical
of the legislation and indicated he
would not sign it.

by Earnhardt's widow, Teresa. "But
I can also understand how good,
common comportment, the feelings of ethics and the feelings of
sensitivity would tell you that the
Dale Earnhardt pictures don't need
to be in the public domain."
Earnhardt was killed in a crash
Feb. 18 at the Daytona 500. Teresa Earnhardt sued Volusia County
four days later to stop release of

From Page 1
that there are big issues at stake
here as far as NASCAR safety.
There's also a big principle at
stake, access to state records."
Fans also have sent more than
12,000 e-mails to Gov. Jeb Bush
and state lawmakers, asking them
to intervene. Three Republican
lawmakers are drafting legislation
that would require a court order
to view any autopsy photos. A
violation of the order would be a
third-degree felony and the written autopsy and drawings would
still be public record.

the medical examiner's photos. The
next day, an Orlando Sentinel
reporter made a public-records
request for the pictures.
Judge Joseph Will issued a temporary injunction against the photos' release, saying they have no
"bona fide newsworthiness" and
could cause the family "additional anguish and grief." A hearing
is set for Thursday.

II House ...
From Page 1

"I'm not trying to circumvent
the open records law. If there is
a reason for someone to have it
and see it, they should," said Senate Majority Leader Jim King, RJacksonville, one of the sponsors
of the bill which was requested
"It essentially says we the people of Kentucky are going to be
picking up the tab for cleaning up
the garbage of people who won't
pay for their own garbage cleanup.
And we're going to do it at a
cost of 10 times more than if we
just picked it up at their doorstep."
Patton said Tuesday.
The Senate Republican version
of trash legislation would offer the
lure of state assistance for counties to clean up garbage problems
but no retribution for those who
refuse.
Senate Republican Leader Dan
Kelly of Springfield on Tuesday
reduced even more the pool of
money available to counties to
clean up dumps. The original version of the bill would have sold
bonds to raise $26 million. A
change on Tuesday reduced that
fund to $7 million.
The House version of the legislation would force counties to
clean up their illegal dumps or
offer curbside garbage collection
to every household.

Democrats and former Vice President Al Gore in the November
elections.
"It's a shameful portrayal of what
this Congress is all about when I
thought we were entering into a
new era of bipartisanship," said
Bill Borwegen, occupational health
and safety director for the Service
Employees International Union.
John
President
AFL-CIO
Sweeney said the Senate vote was
"a naked payoff to big business
contributors who have opposed
every effort to enact a standard
protecting workers."
OSHA says the repetitive motion
rules would cover 102 million workers at 6.1 million work sites around
the country. The agency estimated that the rules would prevent
4.6 million musculoskeletal disorders, and save businesses $9.1 billion annually the first 10 years.
Health problems such as carpal
tunnel syndrome would be covered, as well as other ailments
related to repetitive motion, force,
awkward postures, contact stress
and vibration.
OSHA said compliance could
cost businesses $4.5 billion annually. But Republicans and business
organizations counter the regulations are too broad and would
impose far higher costs — as much

as $100 billion a year.
The new ergonomics regulations, which had been the subject
of a decade-long political fight, were
issued four days before Bush took
office. They could require businesses to make adjustments to work
stations and to pay for some health
care and medical leave if they
determine an employee suffers from
repetitive stress injuries caused by
work. Businesses were given until
October to comply.
Rep. Anne Northrup, R-Ky., said
she thought the House would follow the Senate and vote to repeal
the regulations.
stronger
"gets
Opposition
because more and more members
are understanding this rule lacks
balance," said Northrup, one of
the House Republicans leading the
charge against the regulations.
"You'd be surprised how many
understand how this could push
our best jobs offshore, which are
often manufacturing jobs," she said.
Since Bush took office Jan. 20,
he has rolled back a handful of
other policies favored by unions.
He issued new regulations that
include making it easier for union
members to stop their dues from
financing political activities and
revoking the "project labor agreement,- which requires contractors
in many federally financed projects to be unionized.

• Sheriff ...
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for the burglars. Scott said this
was likely because it was easier
to handle and pawn.
"We're not talking about huge
amounts of money," he said. "It's
ranged from about a couple hundred dollars to a thousand dollars.
You wouldn't think jewelry would
be hard to trace, but it is ... I

think they're making a conscious
effort to take small, hard-to-trace
items. We believe they're taking
things they can grab and leave in
a hurry.
"What I'm concerned most about
is if they go into a house and it's
still occupied," Scott added. "Then
we've got a major problem."

POLICE/SHERIFF LOG
Calloway County Sheriff's Office
• Robyn Herndon. 28, 7625 State Route 121 North, was arrested Tuesday for fraudulent use of a credit card over $300 after extradition from Baton Rouge, La. Herndon is lodged in the Calloway County Jail on $2,500
cash bond.
• Tamara Watkins, 27, 132 Country Court. Mayfield. was arrested Tuesday for violation of conditional discharge on original counts of assault in
1998. Watkins is lodged in the Calloway County Jail on $2,500 cash bond.
• Macy Andrews, 18, 6950 Elizabeth Hall. reported the theft of objects
in her car in the early morning of March 2 while it was parked at the Alpha
Gamma Rho social fraternity house. She reported a stolen purse, credit
cards, a small amount of cash, checkbook and approximately 35 compact
discs. The case is under investigation.

Consigning Mothers
Women's & Children's
Clothing Consignment Sale
MARCH 7, 8,9• 11 a.m.-7 p.m.
MARCH 10-9 a.m.-2 p.m. 1/2 PRICE SALE
WEST TENNESSEE'S LARGEST
lOser 200 Consignors)
Enoch Building — Henry County Fairgrounds
Name Brands • Top Quality Women's & Children's Clothing
(New This Season. Come Shop For Yourself)
Boy's Newborn - 20• Girl's Newborn - Junior
• Maternity Clothes • Strollers • Car Seats • Playpens • High
Chairs • Toys • Books • Everything You Need For Children!

FOR INFO CALL 901-642-9937
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Black-lung legislation sparks bickering
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — A
Senate committee's inaction on
black-lung legislation sparked political bickering and maneuvering
Tuesday as Democrats readied a
challenge to the Republican hold
on the bill.
Democrats were poised to try to
pull the bill out of committee and
bring it directly to the Senate floor.
Before they could make their motion, the Senate was adjourned
abruptly by Senate President David
Williams.

Majority Floor Leader Dan
Kelly, R -Springfield, said later the
Senate had finished its business. He
said the looming motion by Democrats would have circumvented the
Senate's regular way of doing business.
Democrats said they would continue to look for opportunities to
pry the bill loose from the Economic Development, Tourism and
Labor Committee.
"He'll have to live with the fear
that every day he drops the gavel

that could happen," Sen. David
Boswell, D-Owensboro, said of
Williams.
Labor leaders insisted they had
lined up enough votes to bring the
bill to the full Senate for consideration.
"We had two friendly Republicans," said Bill Londrigan, president of the state AFL-CIO.
The motion would require 20
votes in the 38-member Senate. If
all 18 Democrats voted for it, two
Republicans would have to break

Mother of shooting suspect apologizes
NORTH AUGUSTA, S.C. (AP)
— The mother of a 15-year-old
boy accused of killing two people and wounding 13 others in a
shooting spree at his California
high school sobbed and apologized
Tuesday to the victims and their
families.
"My heart goes out to them.
They've lost their babies, their
hopes, their dreams for their
futures," Linda Wells said in a
brief interview with Augusta, Ga.,
television station WJBF.
Of her son, Charles Andrew
"Andy" Williams, Wells said, "He's
lost. ... His future's gone."
Wells, who is divorced from

the teen's father, left her home in
South Carolina with her husband
Tuesday morning. No one answered
the door at the home later in the
day.
Prosecutors say Williams, being
held in a juvenile facility Tuesday, will be charged as an adult
with murder, assault with a deadly weapon and gun possession in
Monday's attack at Santana High
School in Santee, Calif., a San
Diego suburb.
Williams, who lived with his
father, was described by classmates and acquaintances as a
scrawny freshman who was often
picked on and had talked during

the weekend about attacking the
school.
A prosecutor said the .22-caliber revolver taken from Williams
after the shooting belonged to his
father, Charles, a lab technician
at the Naval Medical Center-San
Diego since July.
Asked about guns in her former husband's house, Wells said,
"We've been divorced for 10 years.
I don't know what was in that
house."
"I'm sorry. I'm just so sorry,"
she said.
Williams and his father moved
to California from Frederick County, Md., last year.

Carneal to be resentenced June 1
PADUCAH, Ky. (AP) — A
teen-ager who pleaded guilty to
shooting and killing three Heath
High School students in 1997 will
be resentenced in McCracken County on June 1, his 18th birthday.
Michael Carneal has been in a
juvenile facility since he was originally sentenced in December 1998.
McCracken Circuit Judge Jeff
Hines signed the order Tuesday
for the resentencing. The original
sentencing date was June 15.
The new date lessened one of
McCracken County Jailer Cliff
Gill's security concerns about the
prospect of keeping Carneal at the
McCracken County Regional Jail
for two weeks prior to sentencing.
It is customary for inmates in
identical circumstances to be moved
to an adult jail on their 18th birth-

day as they await resentencing.
Carneal is not expected to be
returned to McCracken County until
just prior to the sentencing.
Gill is also working to have
Carneal transferred out of the county the day he is sentenced or
shortly thereafter. "I think it's better for the community and better
for him and better for the jail,"
Gill said Tuesday.
Three or four months is the
usual period from the time a person is sentenced before transfer
to the state Department of Corrections facility at LaGrange, where
inmates are classified and assigned
to a state prison.
Carneal pleaded guilty to shooting and murdering Nicole Hadley,
Kayce Steger and Jessica James
and injuring five others in the
lobby of Heath High School on Dec.

1, 1997. He agreed to accept the
maximum punishment — life in
prison without the chance of parole
for 25 years.
In resentencing Carneal as an
adult, Hines has three options —
sentence him as an adult, give
him probation or require that he
serve six months as an adult and
then give him probation.
Hines is restricted from talking
about cases prior to the sentencing. He did say Tuesday, however, he had no problem with scheduling the sentencing to accommodate Gill's concerns.

ranks to support it. Londrigan
would not name the two Republican senators.
Kelly said he saw a lot of political maneuvering but insisted the
Democrats did not have enough
votes to prevail.
The bill would make it easier for
coal miners to win workers' compensation claims for black-lung disease.
Gov. Paul Patton made the proposal to roll back some changes he
championed in 1996 that made it
more difficult for miners to win
benefits. The coal industry opposes
the new bill, as do many business
organizations. Patton said the lack
of committee action Monday night
was unconscionable.
Skirmishing between Republicans and Democrats over the blacklung bill started almost as soon as
the Senate convened Tuesday.
Sen. Walter Blevins, D-West
Liberty, said it was appropriate the
GOP-led committee was served
chicken after failing to vote Monday night.
Another Democrat from coalrich eastern Kentucky said committee Republicans had no idea of the
hardships miners endure. Sen. Daniel Mongiardo of Hazard said they
emerge from mines covered in coal
dust.
"What's on the outside is on the
inside as well," Mongiardo said.
Sen. Katie Stine, chairwoman of
the Senate committee, said inaction
on the bill was only prudent. There
was conflicting testimony about the
bill's potential costs and conse-

quences for nun-coal businesses, pensation legislation enacted by the
Stine said. Better to review the is- 2000 legislature.
sue and consider it again in 2002,
Senate Democrats said Republishe said.
cans were playing politics by
"This was way too complex a blocking one of Patton's main pripiece of legislation for us to rush to orities for the abbreviated session.
judgment on," said Stine, R-Fort
Williams countered that RepubThomas.
licans had nothing to gain politiRepublicans said the commit- cally from stopping the bill.
tee's focus was on toughening state
Patton, a Democrat, stopped
oversight of mine safety. They said
short of blaming the delay on partithat bill would reduce mine inju- sanship. With five days left in the
ries, resulting in fewer workers' 30-day session, Patton said there
compensation claims. The bill was
was still time for the Senate to vote
approved by the committee and
on the bill.
sent to the Senate on Tuesday.
Patton said the committee inacStine and other Republicans tion was an injustice for deserving
blamed Patton's administration for coal miners who are being denied
not offering the black-lung bill
black-lung benefits. Patton made a
early enough for a thorough review. personal appeal to the committee
The House had the bill for a Monday. acknowledging that he
month before passing it last week. made a mistake in 1996 by pushing
Stine said. Her committee received for changes that he said went too
the bill just last Thursday, she said.
far.
Democrats said lawmakers are
"For the Senate to not allow this
familiar with the issue. The black- thing to even be debated is just unlung provisions were considered, conscionable in my opinion." Patthen stripped, from workers' corn- ton said.

Williams wins UK seat
LEXINGTON, Ky.(AP)— Russ
There were 25 other candidates,
Williams was the unofficial win- including former athletics director
ner in the election for the staff mem- C.M. Newton, who got about 114
ber seat on the University of Ken- votes.
tucky board of trustees.
The 8,000 university staff memWilliams, the incumbent, won bers are represented by one staff
420 of about 2,000 votes on bal- trustee on the board for a threelots sent through the mail, accord- year term. The position was added
three years ago. The faculty has
ing to early returns Tuesday.
The results had not been offi- two board representatives, and students have one.
cially certified late Tuesday.

44e vois a neat /Kam-?
Earn Cash for your Opinions

Qualified participants
will be paid $50 cash.

study. We want to learn what was important
to you in the medical services you received
during pregnancy and childbirth. No one will
attempt to sell you anything.

MarketWise, Inc., a national marketing
research company, is looking for women
who have given birth within the last 12
months to participate in a market research

If you are interested in participating, please call our toll-free number,
1-800-849-5924 to see if you qualify. Refer to Study #51.

Your Future. Your Way.

Commonwealth's Attorney Tim
Kaltenbach said Tuesday he doesn't believe Carneal will get probation. "I can't conceive there will
be any change," he said, "but it's
the judge's call."

Secure Your Retirement Today with an AREA Bank IRA.
At AREA Bank. we know peace-of-mind is
important to you. We also know it's never too soon
to plan for your retirement. But sometimes your
plans may change through the years. That's why
we've

developed

an

Individual

Retirement

Account (IRA) that gives you the best of all
worlds. Including flexibility of terms, a locked-in
rate of return with tax-deferred earnings, and oneon-one guidance that's just around the corner.
Your contributions may even be tax deductible.•
So face your future with confidence, and relax
knowing that your retirement nest egg is steadily
growing. The AREA Bank IRA.. one more way you
can have it all.
• please consult your tax advisor regarding the deductibiiity of contribution
"5500 minimum deposit • Interest Rate of 539°,and annual percentage yield 1APY1 of
5 50°, shown are offered as of March I 2001 Rates subtect to change without nonce
Subtect to penalty for early withdrawal

Bel-Air Center
Hwy. 641 South
Murray - 753-0440

Murray
(270)767-2265
Or visit us at www.8bcbank.com
Member F Di(

%..

5•50

APY

(12 Months)
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Time for dispute to end
We have a problem that needs
a solution.
And you, the residents of Murray and Calloway County, are that
solution.
For months, the Ledger & Times
has been bringing you the latest
updates in the dispute between the
Calloway County Fiscal Court and
the Murray-Calloway County Hospital Boaid regarding the Community Healthcare Foundation.
Numerous solutions have been
offered involving compromise for
both sides.
We are no closer to seeing the
end than we were in the beginning.
It is time for the community
to respond and help end this dispute. This is your page to express
your opinion. Make it happen.
•••

Murray-Calloway County Hospital is one of the anchors of this
community. It employs our friends
and neighbors, it brings future
leaders into this world and it heals
us when we are sick.
Translation: Big economic factor (and more) in our community.
Through the years, the hospital
has had its share of growing pains,
complete with banner headlines
and top-of-the-fold stories. But it
has continued to grow, with new
projects such as the wellness center and Marshall County Clinic
among the most recent.
Local tax money no longer flows
directly through hospital coffers, but
it remains a city/county hospital.
The taxing option is there if the
governing board should need it.
A few years ago, the hospital
board and the administration began
discussing the need for a foundation to handle fund-raising activities.
The hospital board moved forward with its plans and established a foundation. As parr of
that process, more than $1.35 million in funds and assets were transferred to the foundation from the
hospital.
There is the root of the problem. Calloway County Judge-Executive Larry Elkins and the fiscal
court want those funds returned.
especially since the foundation has
been granted 501(c)(3) status.
County officials have maintained
that public money should remain
under public control and not in
the hands of a private board.

‘VILLFUL THOUGHTS

regardless of how pure its inten- his pregnant wife is ready to deliver their child, they will receive
tions.
The hospital board, on the other quality care.
If there is any question in his
hand, maintains that it did nothing wrong or illegal in transfer- mind that the hospital cannot proring those funds and that it must vide that care, he will take his
approve all expenditures for the family elsewhere.
The future viability of our hosfoundation.
As the months passed, the debate pital will depend on this commuescalated to the point where the nity supporting it.
I want to make it clear that I
hospital board could have sold
ringside seats and peanuts at its commend our county officials for
taking a stand.
board meetings.
As a journalist. I certainly
Fortunately, there now appears
to be a better awareness of the applaud their efforts in ensuring
business is being conducted in the
state open meetings regulations.
The fiscal court even hauled its light of day rather than behind
hospital appointees in for a little closed doors.
But I think it might be time
public chat to remind them of
to take a page out of Murray State
accountability issues.
Not even the threat of a law- University history books.
When MSU President Kern
suit and legal opinions from both
sides could settle the matter. A Alexander released faculty evalusit-down meeting in January ations to the students, the faculty
brought a glimmer of hope, but it senate was in an uproar.
While all sorts of action was
was soon dashed.
•••
suggested, the end result was a
A few letters to the editor have public censure of Alexander's
been published recently regarding actions. That was it. There were
the foundation flap. While some very few other options for the fachave been critical of Elkins and ulty.
It appears as if the fiscal court
his adamant refusal to give up, I
has exhausted all its options unless
have to give him credit.
Elkins has stuck his neck out it moves forward with the lawon the political chopping block on suit.
The fiscal court had approved
this issue. Some have accused him
of having a personal stake in this. the filing of a lawsuit with three
By virtue of his public posi- attached conditions that involve
tion as county judge-executive, he not excluding Elkins from hospi(and the mayor) play a greater tal executive sessions and the funding of the suit.
role than other board members.
The hospital board didn't buy
His sense of accountability is
much stronger. He also has a gov- it, and efforts were made once
ernmental entity to back up his posi- again to try to settle the issue.
tion.
After all these months, I think
•••
the point has been made that counWhat is being accomplished by ty officials question the approprinot resolving this issue? Ultimately, ateness of the transfer.
However, short of a lawsuit
who is being hurt?
The hospital plays a key role (which no one appears willing to
in our community. A good friend file). we're at an impasse.
in the medical profession helped
Folks, it's time to wrap this
put this situation into perspective. thing up. The county has put up
He explained that the average a long and noble fight, but let's
man on the street doesn't care either all shake hands and call it
very much about the politics that quits or settle it in court.
go on at the hospital.
I think we've all learned a lesAll he cares about is that when son or two.
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EDITORIAL ROUNDUP
The Independent, Ashland
The number of pregnant women in Kentucky
who failed to get prenatal care — or got it late
in pregnancy — dropped by almost half during
the 1990s.
However, this encouraging news is offset by
the fact that Kentucky women continued to smoke
throughout their pregnancies at almost double the
national average.
"The Right Start" -- a new national report by
the Annie E. Casey Foundation — found that nearly one Kentucky woman in 20, or almost 5 percent, failed to receive medical care during pregnancy in 1990.
By 1998 that figure had dropped to 2.5 percent
or about one in 40 women.
The percentage of babies born to Kentucky teenagers decreased over the study period — to 15.4
percent in 1998 from 17.5 in 1990. While that's

certainly a positive trend, it's still considerably
above the national average, which peaked at 13.1
percent in 1994 and 1995 and was 12.5 percent
in 1998.
Nationwide, only about one in eight women —
12.9 percent — continued to smoke during pregnancy, but in Kentucky, almost one in four women
— 24.8 percent — put their unborn children at
greater health risk by continuing to puff away
while pregnant.
To his credit, Gov. Paul Patton has placed a
great deal of emphasis on improving the health
care available to Kentucky's youngest residents,
but proper health care begins before birth.
Increasing the number of women who receive
prenatal care throughout their pregnancies and
decreasing the number who smoke during pregnancy will assure that more Kentucky infants are
born healthy.

FROM OUR READERS
Habitat could make
better use of funds
Dear Editor:
Your 2-28-01 issue had a photo caption on the
front page stating that the Purchase Area Development District (PADD) had granted $1.8 million
to build 18 new homes here for low-income families. That's $100,000 per home! That's a lot of
money to a lot of people, and its about 50 percent too much money to build a home in Murray
for a low-income family.
The Habitat for Humanity organization would
certainly make better use of $1.8 million than the
PADD. I hope that President Bush's budget proposal cuts funds for governmental agencies like
the PADD which I think waste taxpayer's money.
Len Carlson
1512 Kirkwood Dr.
Murray, KY 42071

Appreciation may
come in future
Dear Editor:
I began writing this letter sometime ago and
then stopped. After some recent events, however,
I decided to write again.
It concerns the nice entrance, beautiful columns
and fence on the north side of the Murray State
University campus. Several individuals have written and expressed negative comments. I appreciate their opinion and hope they will appreciate
mine.
The statements about the fence brought to mind
comments made many years ago about the doors
and entrance to the university library (now called
the "Pogue Library" and treasured as a jewel in
our community).
When my father died some 73 years ago, my
mother converted our home into a rooming house.
A wise choice since there was no hotel in Murray at the time. It was also the depression, there
was no aid to dependent children and I was a
dependent child.
My mother wrote a letter to the administration
of the Murray State College (then called the Normal School) informing them of rooms available
for rent. When construction began on the library,
several of the contractors, architects and their
spouses roomed at our house.
I remember them commenting on how various
people in the community had expressed negative

opinions on the new library and its features. These
comments referred to the "ornate" bronze doors
being not only too expensive, but also just plain
-ugly."
Complaints were voiced about the medallions
circling the interior walls that represented various
literary figures. One of the architects gave two
similar medallions to my mother who placed them
on each side of her mantle.
The complaints about the fence remind me that
things really don't change much.
People opposed the closing of 15th Street from
Olive to Chestnut, saying that the decision to do
so was a big mistake. It was similarly an unpopular decision to build the present library a few
feet down the street from the old library on 15th
Street.
However, these two decisions have added considerable aesthetic and functional appeal of our
fine campus.
One decision that came with some controversy
(and I must say I was among the ones who disagreed with the decision) was the removal of the
baseball field from the central campus to the present location near the new sports arena.
For me it was nice to look out of my office
window and watch the baseball games. If the game
began to get exciting, or if I had a lab class, I
could run down and watch for a few minutes
while the students worked on their projects.
The current field, however, looks very nice and
is probably where it should be in the sports complex area of campus. It certainly looks nice as
one enters town. My grandchildren would now
wonder why there was any controversy to begin
with.
Since I have been here for some 50 of the last
70 or so years, I can say, in my view, the campus has never looked better.
The new buildings, renovated older buildings,
trees, lights, shrubs and, yes, the fence. Those
responsible for these changes deserve our appreciation whether we realize it now or, as with the
Pogue Library and the closure of 15 Street, years
from now.
I just wanted to express my opinion. After all,
the nice thing about this country, is that everyone
is entitled to his or her own opinion and this is
mine.
W.J. Pitman
507 Olive St.
Murray, KY 42071

Session accomplishes little
With only days remaining before
the 2001 Do Nothing General
Assembly leaves the Capitol for
good, an event last week fairly
well sums up the sense of the
absurd that has settled around legislative business.
Here was the governor of the
commonwealth leading a rally at
the Capitol against trash and illegal dumps.
In general, when someone leads
a rally for something, there usually is someone ready and willing
to rally against just that.
So far, at least, no one has
mounted the Capitol steps. thrust
their fist in the air and yelled out
loudly in favor of trash and illegal dumps.
That Gov. Paul Patton felt it
was necessary to lead a public
demonstration against uncollected
trash, roadside litter and illegal
dumps is a sad commentary on
how difficult it is these days to
enact even fairly weak legislation
through a legislature divided
between the political parties.
Patton's own weakened bill on
the subject of trash and dumps
passed the House 70-28, so perhaps there really are 28 potential
demonstrators on behalf of trash.
The governor's bill requires
counties to .clean up their illegal
dumps — amounting to several
thousand statewide that have been
identified — or else offer their
residents curbside trash and garbage
collection.
The key problem with Patton's
proposal is that it doesn't offer those
counties without existing curbside
collection money either to clean
up their dumps — an expensive

ANALYSIS

TODD DUVALL
Syndicated Writer
proposition, in most cases — or
to begin curbside collection, also
an expensive service both to establish and then operate.
The elected officials in those
counties don't have the money to
spare for cleanups or trash collection, and they are as averse to
requiring residents to pay the fees
as they are to levy new taxes to
buy garbage trucks.
So the governor's trash bill
faces an uncertain fate in the Republican-controlled Senate.
In fact, Senate Republican Floor
Leader Dan Kelly threw out a real
complication before Patton had his
anti-trash rally, by suggesting legislators open up the state budget
and find $7 million a year for the
next five years to clean up illegal dumps.
Opening up the budget, which
during this short session requires
huge majorities in both the House
and Senate, is everyone's worst
nightmare. and no one believes it
will happen with only scant days
before the General Assembly ends
except for a couple of days at the
end of this month to consider any
gubernatorial vetoes of bills.
And where $7 million can be
found is a question no one is prepared to answer.
Even under the hest of circumstances — and the best of circumstances do not exist in Frank
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fort right now for anything - the
budget is expected to be several
hundred million dollars short anyway, and that shortfall is likely
to grow larger over the months
ahead.
The Senate did pass a GOP
initiative that focuses on a public
education program to resolve the
problem of litter and illegal dumps.
Of course, the bill contains no
appropriation to pay for the program, so we are left with no
money to educate the public of
what even the worst polluters know
already — that it is a bad thing
to throw your empty soda can and
fast-food wrapper out the car window as you drive down the highway chatting on your cell phone.
Whether the Democrats in the
House are willing to endorse even
an unfunded public anti-litter program supported by Senate Republicans is another thing entirely.
Thus, the historic regular session in an odd-numbered year. the
first in 150 years, that was supposed to be highlighted by an initiative against illegal dumps and
for universal garbage collection in
Kentucky threatens to end with a
whimper instead of a bang.
And memories of the "AdoptA-Highway Trash Band" serenading the governor of the commonwealth and school kids rallying
,o behalf of recycling.

Letters...
Letters must be brief and
are subject to editing. Send
letters to P.O. Box 1040,
Murray, KY 42071. They
may also be faxed to (270)
753-1927 or e-mailed to
mk@murrayledger.com
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MSU to present play
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The Murray State University terested in understanding the events
Theatre Department presents the in the play along with finding his
play "Rosencrantz and Guilden- way home," said Brance Cornelius,
stern Are Dead" at the Robert E. Murray State University theatre
Johnson Theatre.
student.
"Rosencrantz and Guildenstern
The director of the play is Dr.
Are Dead" is a comedic farce based Mark Malinauskas. Malinauskas is
around the Shakespearean play currently head of the honors pro"Hamlet."
gram at Murray State University
Rosencrantz and Guildenstern and professor in the department of
are two of Hamlet's friends from theatre and dance. Malinauskas is
college. They have been trans- wanting to give the viewers an enported into this new and interesting joyable and memorable experience
world based around the play "Ham- to take with them after seeing the
let."
play.
Throughout the play the men are
The play also brings up new
ANIMAL FRIENDS...Students at New Beginnings Preschool ready to go home and are continu- ideas on everyday
life. Is an unexare shown wearing Animal Valentine Masks. Friends cele- ously looking for ways out of this amined life worth living? Rosenworld, but in the process they are crantz and Guildenstern work tobrated the holiday with a party, candy and a pinata.
reliving scenes from "Hamlet."
ward answering that very question
This play puts a different per- in their adventures throughout the
spective on "Hamlet" from the eyes play.
of Rosencrantz and Guildenstern.
The show will run March 7-1 0
These two men have no clue what at 7 p.m. and there will be a matiis happening around them as they nee at 2:30 p.m. on Sunday. All
Ted Wilkerson, 65, Coldwater community, died Monday, March 5, attempt to understand each scene show times will take place in the
they relive.
Robert E. Johnson Theatre. For
2001, at 12:03 p.m. at Western Baptist Hospital, Paducah.
"My character (Rosencrantz) ticket information, call the Murray
A retired carpenter, he was a member of Coldwater Baptist Church.
Born Nov. 11, 1935, in Calloway County, he was the son of the wants to go home more than any- State University Theatre Departthing and Guildenstern is more in- ment at 762-4421.
late Monroe Wilkerson and Clellon Cochran Wilkerson.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Pat Wilkerson; one daughter, Mrs.
Debbie Parker, Coldwater; one son, Keith Wilkerson and wife, Pamela,
Kirksey; one sister, Mrs. Shirley Rule and husband, Gerald, and one
brother, Bill Wilkerson and wife, Macie, all of Coldwater; seven grandchildren; seven great-grandchildren.
The funeral will be Thursday at 2 p.m. in the chapel of Miller
Funeral Home of Murray. The Rev. Ed Chapman and the Rev. Van
Russell will officiate. Burial will follow in Bazzell Cemetery.
Visitation will be at the funeral home after 5 p.m. today (Wednesday).
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Ted Wilkerson

Unlimited calling to other Cingular customers
at no additional charge.

Edward Cook
Edward Cook, 74, Boonville, Ind., brother of Mrs. Jan Newton of
Murray, died Tuesday, March 6, 2001, at 11:15 a.m. at St. Mary's
Hospital, Evansville, Ind.
Born May 28, 1926, in Calloway County, he was the son of the
late Ed Cook and Maude Billington Cook.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Gloria Cook; one daughter, Christy,
Boonville; three sisters, Mrs. Jan Newton and husband, Walter, Murray, Mrs. Virginia Pollesson, South Gate, Mich., and Mrs. Marlene
Schroader, Hartford; two brothers, James Cook, Huntington Beach,
Calif., and Allen Cook, Akron. Ohio; several cousins in Calloway
County.
The funeral will be Thursday at 1 p.m. in the chapel of Bradley
Funeral Home, Boonville. Burial will follow in a cemetery at Evansville.
Visitation will be at the funeral home after 8 a.m. Thursday.

Folks, there's a new wireless company in town with 20 million
customers nationwide.
Cingular Wireless is the coming together of 11 companies,
including BellSouth Mobililty.
To kick things off, when you sign up with Cingular Wireless,
you'll get unlimited calls with other Cingular customers in your
home area. So you don't have to worry about your minutes
running out. Plus, you can send unlimited text messages. All
you have to do is activate a Cingular Home' plan with access
of $29.99 or higher. So start gabbing, unlimited, with all your
buddies. At no additional charge.
It's our way of making it easy for you to express yourself, 24/7

Allen B. Gatewood
Allen B. Gatewood, 92, Benton, died Tuesday. March 6, 2001, at
6 a.m. at his home.
A retired job setter for TRW Inc. of Sterling Heights, Mich., he
was a member of Jackson Chapel Church, Clinton.
His wife, Mrs. Marue Clark Gatewood, preceded him in death. He
was the son of the late Benevolence Gatewood and Mary Elizabeth
Nethery Gatewood.
Survivors include one sor,, Edward Gatewood, Benton; one granddaughter, Pamela Sue Hudspeth, Murray; one grandson, Michael Allen
Gatewood, Newburgh, Ind.; one sister, Mrs. Adell Poffenberger, Wingo;
one brother, A.D. Gatewood, Clinton; three great-grandchildren; one
great-great-grandchild.
The funeral will be Thursday at 11 a.m. in the chapel of Brown
Funeral Home, Clinton. The Rev. Bobby Barnett will officiate. Private
burial rites will be at Clark Cemetery.
Visitation will be at the funeral home after 5 p.m. today (Wednesday).
Expressions of sympathy may be made to Jackson Chapel Church,
c/o Mrs. Shawn Gunter. 4775 St. Rt.. 123 East, Clinton, KY 42031.

$2999
Home Plan:

$3999

$4999

Nokia 8260
$99

250 minutes • 400 minutes • 600 minutes

Nokia 5165

S3995
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Nokia phones.
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Service offer available to new and existing customers

Richard R. Hamlin
Richard R. Hamlin, 82, Mayfield. died Tuesday. March 6, 2001, at
8:03 a.m. at Western Baptist Hospital, Paducah.
A retired security guard for Wells Fargo, he was a member of
American Legion and Veterans of Foreign Wars.
Mr. Hamlin was the son of the late Richard Hamlin and Hallie
Rowland Hamlin.
Survivors include his wife. Mrs. Geneva Sue Hamlin; two sons,
Keith Hamlin and Pat Hamlin. Mayfield; one brother. William Valentine, Charleston, S.C.; five grandchildren; two great-grandchildren; several relatives in Calloway County.
The funeral will be Thursday at 2 p.m. in the chapel of Brown
Funeral Home. Mayfield. Mike Tucker will officiate. Burial will follow in Hamlin Cemetery at New Concord in Calloway County.
Visitation will be at the funeral home after 5 p.m. today (Wednesday).

Got so excited about this deal,
I sorta lost my head.

Carnahan marker taken
ELLSINORE. Mo.(AP)- Gov
Cr was noticed missing last week.
Mel Carnahan's granite grave mark- Nothing else appeared to be diser was stolen from a southern Mis- turbed at the plot, which also consouri cemetery. family members tains graves for the late goversaid.
nor's son Roger. his parents. grand"Now why would somebody take parents and great-grandparents.
this? They can't sell it. They can't
Mel and Roger Carnahan and
show it off," said Edwina Carna- a campaign aide died in a plane
han, the late governor's first cousin crash near St. Louis on Oct. 16.
who tends the grave site. "It just Carnahan's name remained on the
grieves us to think it was some- November ballot for the Senate
one's idea of a joke."
seat he was seeking, and his widow
She said it would have taken Jean Carnahan was appointed to
two people to move the 80-pound the post.
gray headstone. The temporary
"I don't intend to allow a sinmarker is an 8-hy-16-inch rectan- gle act of disrespect to diminish
gle and is four inches thick, accord- the comfort I've drawn from the
ing to the monument company that many acts of respect shown by thoudonated the headstone The mark- sands," Jean Carnahan said
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JO'S DATEBOOK
Jo Burkeen
Today Editor

DONATION MADE...Joseph Kelly, student at Southwest Elementary School, accepts a donation from Bill Cherry at the
Southwest rebate day at Boulders' Restaurant.

Williams speaks
to Kiwanis Club

Mr. and Mrs. Heath Watson

Coomer and Watson
vows are solemnized
Deana Coorner of Hardin and Heath Watson of Marion %Acre married Saturday. Feb. 10, 2001.
The vows were solemnized in a ceremony at the Smokey Ridge
Wedding Chapel at Gatlinburg, Tenn. Dr. Dan Neeshular officiated.
The groom sang a solo.
Attendants were Monica Moore and Roger Moore of Almo.
A reception followed at the poolside cafe of Travelodge, Gatlinburg.
The bride is the daughter of Mrs. Dorothy Coomer and the late
Joe Coomer of Benton. She is employed at Kenlake Foods, Murray.
The groom is the son of Phyllis and Allen Dority and the late
Donald Watson. He is employed at Quality Carriers, Calvert City.

Jfeavenly 'Baskets
SPECIALIZING IN GIFT BASKETS
& BALLOON BOUQUETS FOR ALL OCCASIONS
You DREAM Ii, WE THEME II.
615-A Southside Shopping Center
WE WILL GLADLY DELIVER

THE IRON PLACE
Furniture glc Pottery

Open This Weekend March 9th, 10th, 11th
New Load
Arriving Thursday!

r

The Murray Independent Board
of Education will participate in
the federally funded Summer Food
Service Program for children below
the age of 19.
All children are invited to participate and each will be served
the same meal at no charge regardless of race, color, national origin, sex, age or handicap.
The sites will be at Murray

Middle School and Murray Elementary School from March 12
to 16 at 11:30 a.m.
Persons who believe they have
been discriminated against in the
program should write the Secretary of Agriculture,. Washington,
D.C. 20250.
For more information call Judy
Clark, food service director for
Murray Schools at 753-5700.

CALL

Pet Photo Contest

CRIME IIIIIM
MOWERS

$2.00 Entry Fee

take They. 79 N., turn right at Trollinger's RBQ
and storage bldgs. On Lake way Circle Paris, TN
Wc

yem .!

• .,

OF MURRAY AND
CALLOWAY COUNTY INC

Retirement Recepti:q.

(270)753-9500

honoring

This ad is spon:
Kentucky Farm Bateau

Helen
Foley
Fri., March 9, 2001
2 p.m. - 5 p.m.

Lobby of Hopkinsville Federal Bank
7th & Main

HOPKINSVILLE
FEDERAL BANK

7th & Main St.• Murray • 753-7921

t

Have all your friends and family
come by and vote by donation for
their favorite pet.
Deadline Monday, March 12

Murray Animal Hospital
Li Pet Hotel
.,

I

1601 College Farm Road, Murray
753-2088
pr H 04
, elormled to Relay For Lifr

We Believe
Call Today, For Hope TOMOITOCV

Rape Crisis Center
1-800-928-7273

.

)
.•
,A

WW dinner on March 12
Secretary of Tourism, Ann Latta, will speak at the Kentucky's
Western Waterland annual dinner Monday at the Executive Inn
Convention Center, Paducah. The reception and silent auction will
begin at 6 p.m. followed by the dinner and live auction at 7 p.m.
Reservations at $28 per person or $50 per couple should be made
by Friday by calling 1-800-448-1069.

VA assistance Thursday
A representative of the Kentucky Department of Veterans' Affairs
will be at the National Guard Armory, Highway 121 North, Murray, on Thursday from 9 a.m. to noon. The representative will
assist veterans and their dependents in filing claims.

Transit Authority will meet
Murray Calloway Transit Authority board of directors will meet
Thursday at 7 p.m. in the conference room of the Professional
building, 415 South Fourth St., Murray.

MES Board will meet
Murray Electric System will have a board meeting Thursday at
noon at the MMU building on Andrus Drive.

4-H judging team on Thursday
4-H Horse Judging Team will have an organizational meeting
from. 6:30 to 8:30 p.m. at the West Kentucky Exposition Center,
College Farm Road.

Zeta meeting Thursday
Zeta Department of the Murray Woman's Club will meet Thursday at 2 p.m. at the club house. Hostesses will be Rebecca Irvan,
Ruth Caldwell, Rose Marie Bryan, Mildred Newton and Rebecca
West.

Prayer coffee Thursday
Christian Women of Murray will have a prayer coffee and business meeting Thursday from 10 a.m. to noon in the conference
room of First United Methodist Church.

Lodge meeting Thursday
Woodmen of the World Lodge 592 is scheduled to meet Thursday at 6 p.m. at Log Cabin Restaurant.

Late sign-ups scheduled
Late sign-ups for youth baseball and softball will be Thursday
and Friday from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. at the office of Murray-Calloway Park on Payne Street. After this sign-up period, there will
be a $10 late charge of sign-ups. For information call the park at
762-0325.

Fish fry on Friday
A fish fry will be Friday from 5 to 7 p.m, at the parish center of St. Leo Catholic Church. This will feature fried catfish,
potatoes, cole slaw, white beans, rye bread and hushpuppies, desserts
and beverages for $6 for adults, $5 for seniors, $4 for 4 to 12
years, free to those under the age of 4. For information call 7598592. Another fish fry will be March 30.

West View plans events
Special activities tor residents ot West View Nursing Home for
Thursday will be Small Group at 9 and 10:30 a.m., Current Events
at 10 a.m.. Bingo at 2 p.m and Son Lites at 4 p.m.

Moms In Touch will meet
Moms In Touch, a nondenominational prayer support group praying for all school staff and children, will meet Thursday from 1:40
to 2:35 p.m. at First Presbyterian Church, 16th and Main Streets.
For information call after 3 p.m. DeeDee Cohoon at 759-9778 or
Ginger Leavell at 759-4732.

Organizational meeting Thursday
All support staff working in the legal field are invited to attend
an informal meeting Thursday at 6 p.m. at the offices of Gault,
Marshall, Miller and Jackson PLLC, 129 South Water St., Paducah. The purpose will be to discuss the possibility of forming a
professional organization in the Western Kentucky area. For more
information call 1-270-442-1900 or e-mail alucas0Pgaultlaw.com.

AM,

ploytelligence

EVERYONE WELCOME!

a

contacts,"
Williams said.
Williams said
"the economic
vitality of the
county is good
and there's a ton
going on." He
pointed out that
we have a good
mix of services
WILLIAMS
that include the
university, hospital, Lowes and other retailers.
A license plate survey revealed
that the area draws heavily from
a 50-mile radius of Murray.
The speaker indicated "that we
were one of the Winners in growth
during the nineties with an 8.)
percent increase in population. The
1998 per capita income was $21,850
which was 98 percent of the state
average.
"An additional plus is that we
are known as a 'wired community' because of the two fiber optic
cable systems in the county,"
Williams added.

Murray Independent
Schools to participate

759-2333

Friday 9-5
Saturday 9-5
Sunday 2-4

Speaking on behalf of the Murray-Calloway County Chamber of
Commerce, John Williams, executive director, discussed commercial development in Calloway
County at a meeting of Murray
Kiwanis Club on Thursday evening.
"While the area lacks an adequate labor force for some of the
large industries and we lack rail
service and good air service, the
search goes on for smaller industries and businesses," Williams said.
Williams described a six-county marketing effort. In the area
we have two of the seven longest
airport runways in the state which
should be favorable for some business.
He pointed out that industrial
park sites are based on creating
new jobs. There are a variety of
state development funds that center on promoting new skills or
creating new jobs. One of the marketing activities will be to man a
booth at the trade show in Detroit,
Mich. "I enjoy working on the
floor. That's where you make the

Once again another Make A Difference Day, the 30th event,
will be held for recycling of those newspapers, aluminum cans,
plastic, glass, oil, eye glasses, etc., on Saturday from 9 a.m. to
I p.m. in the parking lot of Murray State University Stewart
Stadium.
Bill Wells of the Murray Youth Services Center asked that
people box, bundle or bag the paper with the newspapers in a
separate bundle.
WATCH (work activities training center for the handicapped)
will collect aluminum cans; Murray Lions Club will collect eye
glasses to continue in their sight conservation program; Taylor
Motors will collect oil; the city will have large bins for plastic
and glass; old clothing will also be collected.
At the end of the recycling line, the Murray Girl Scouts
will be present to sell Girl Scout cookies for those wishing to
purchase them.
Also the Calloway County Red Cross Bloodmobile will be
parked in front of Orscheln's Farm and Home Store in the
shopping center to take blood for those wishing to donate it.
A special shortage of blood is now being noted and persons are
urged to give blood.

•

rilward-Winning Developmental
Toys and games
3or Children of•411/ "Iges

welcomes
LINDY HARMON

• Teacher and Home Schooling •
Aides & Supplies

(formerly of the Cutting Edge)

Specializing in acrylic nails, perms,
cuts, highlights & color

"We Make Learning Child's Play"
OPEN MON.-SAT. 10-6 • WE SPECIAL ORDER

%No.
Aima60
.
41.1lard.
••

406 S. 12th St.•767-9366
•

1701 Hwy. 121 By-Pass
Murray. KY 42071

Walk-Ins Welcome or Call For
Appointment 753-3688
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GLADYS JARRETT
Director
Writers' Potpourri will be Saturday at 9:30 a.m. at the meeting room of Calloway County
Public Library.
This is open to all interested
persons. Gladys Jarrett, director, has
released some of the poems, written by participants as follows:
•••
Contemplating Clouds
By Linda M. Siebold
I watch them as they sail by
Above, and yonder, in the sky
Changing shapes, no two the same.
They vary greatly. Some bring rain,
Others bring quantities of snow.
Some, hail or sleet. Tornado.
Today's white clouds are serene...
Help to make a lovely scene.
•••
A Child's View of Death
By Wilma J. Sanders
Harrison was only twenty-two
When he wrecked on "Garrison
Hill"
He was dead when they found him
His body warm but still
His funeral was at Aunt Cora's
Under a huge oak tree
I remember it like yesterday
Though I was only three
Neighbors brought food and chairs
Placed in the house and yard
I tried to understand it
But it was very hard
The men said it broke his neck
I ask Daddy to lift me
So I could see his head broke off
I wondered how this could be
There he lay with his head in
place
I pondered all of this
He had a high collar around his
neck
And nothing was amiss
But in my little childish mind
I figured it all out
the collar hid where his head broke
off
They had put it back no doubt.
•••
The Deepening Snow
By W.P. (Dub) Hurt
Bob was sittin' by the window
His spirits sorta low
That is until he saw
A flake of falling snow.
It began to snow much harder
There was a gleam in his eye
As he pulled on his huntin' clothes
And told his wife good-bye.
Said, "I'm goin' huntin'
I'll be back by dark, you know
I just want to go sit and listen
To the deepening snow."
He grabbed his old shotgun
Said, "I might kill a doe
If one should wander up too close
In the deepening snow."
As he trudged along the
Whisperin' flakes
Said, "We're so glad you came
But ne'er fire the old shotgun
For to kill, it is a shame."
He found his favorite place
By the big oak tree
Then he placed the old shotgun
There between his knees.
All was peace and tranquil
Even the winds ceased to blow
As he sat there listenin'
To the deepening snow.
Twilight came all too quickly
As Bob stood up to go
And leave this land of enchant
ment
Of the deepening snow,
When Bob reached home that night
He had no game to show
Just stories he could tell about

NICOLE A. PARKER

Parker
celebrates
birthday
Nicole Ashlynn Parker celebrated her first birthday on Feb
23 with a party at her home
Cake and ice cream were served.
Family and friends attending
were Libby and Natalie Herndon.
Nancy and Chance Overbey, Lone
and Dakota Parrish, Kenneth (Skip)
Keel, Darrell and Susan Parker.
Carol Balentine, Jackie Thurman
and Jean Tucker.
Nicole is the daughter of Darren and Elaine Parker and the
younger sis•,— rsr Kennady Shac
Parker of 1/
1
40' ri'

Listenin' to the deepening snow.
•
•
•

No Time Out
By Elizabeth Turner
We didn't have a time out
When we did a dirty deed.
We got time in the garden
with a hoe cutting weeds
When we were disobedient
We didn't get time out
A switching on our legs
With a peach tree sprout
We didn't get time out,
When we were growing up
Ours was time in the field
Doing hard dirty work.
Today our punishment
They say ws to sever
I have no scars at 76
And alas I'm still here.
•••
Bouquet of Dreams
By Margaret R. Elkins
A breath of spring
in the midst of pain
came my way today
in a yellow-and-white bouquet
of fresh daisies
that brightened my hospital stay.
Debbie's perky smile
was the extra mile
that got me through each day.
I got a little surprise
just a few hours ago-a sweet reward was given
for painful deep breathing-so labored and so slow;
standing tall in a medicine vile
was an elegant daisy
skirted in white petals
with a yellow-centered smile.
Things were not as bad as they
seemed
because a basket of daisies
wove a bouquet full of dreams.
•••
Pictures
By Charlie York
I drew a rabbit

It looked like a rat.
Then I drew a monkey
It looked like a cat.
I drew a spider
That resembled a gnat
then an umbrella that
Looked like a hat.
I drew a red dog
That looked like a fox.
Then I drew a bucket
That looked like a box.
I drew a light pole
that looked like a tree.
Then I drew a gorilla
It looked like me!!!
•
•
•
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Spring
By Marie Jarrett
Cool, dark, crackling sod
sends sweet-smelling savor to God
the plants reserve the chlorophyll
Send quivers, whose shoots pene
trate
the soil's natural minerals
that began my heart's thrill
that spits upward plants so still
The forsythia send forth shafts
of golden flowers then leaves
Red japonica, yellow jonquils
reach upwards to the sun
to complete spring's first
major visions and fun.

BIRTHS
Tyler Blaine Freeman
Chris Freeman and Hayley Farley of 1004 St. Rt. 121 North, Murray, are the parents of a son, Tyler Blaine Freeman, born on Monday, Feb. 26, 2001, at 2:22 a.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
The baby weighed six pounds 15 ounces and measured 19 1/2
inches.
Grandparents are Sue Farley and Michelle Freeman and Jack Farley of Dayton, Ohio. A stepgrandfather is Andrew Abbott of Murray.
A great-grandmother is Mrs. Rose Farley of Dayton, Ohio.

Curves®

for women
"30 minute fitness &
WI. loss ctrs."
offering...

"I've lost
- 27 inches,
27 pounds
and
kept it offfor
2 years.
Physical
fitness in only
30 minutes a
day."
Let 30 minute fitness help you
acquire the habit of exercise
Call or stop by today

759-3400

•Quickfit •a complete
workout
designed for women that
only
takes 30 minutes!
•On-site weight loss
guidance
•Comfortable, caring
environment
•Fast .Fun
•Effective Fitness!

Join 14m

60% Off

1608 Hwy. 121 North
Murray, KY

WATCH FOR OUR
MISS SPRING 2001

service fee

tnfrer bow, on fIrct visit enrollment S min I? mo c.d preitritm

Read the Today pages

ATTENTION
PARENTS

FUN & FASHION

Registration For Calloway County School's 2001-2002
Primary 1/Kindergarten Program
February was "Beautiful Women of All Ages
Month" and that means every woman really is
beautiful'
Here are some statistics that you might find
interesting. The average women weighs 144
lbs. and wears between a size 12-14
One out of every 4 college age women has
an eating disorder
The models in the magazines are airbrushed
- not perfect'
A psychological study in 1995 found that 3
minutes spent looking at a fashion magazine
caused 70% of women to feel depressed.
guilty, and shameful. Models twenty years
ago weighed 18% less than the average
woman Today they weigh 23% less.
Here is a poem called "Beauty of a Woman."
The beauty of a woman is not in the clothes
she wears,
The figure she came.s.
Or the way she combs her hair.
The beauty of a woman must be seen from
her eyes,
Because that is the doorway to her heart
The place where love resides
The beauty of a woman is not in a facial
mole.
But true beauty in a woman is reflected in
her soul It is the caring that she lovingly
gives. the passion that shows, the beauty of a
woman — in passing years — only grows
This was an e-mail I received, so I don't
know the author of this article and poem.
however, it is certainly worth sharing Every
woman of every age can identify with this
Self esteem is very important for everyone's
well being We may not be perfect on the outside but we are all beautiful on the inside Lets
remember this when we find fault with ourselves or judge someone else, we all have
feelings Pay someone a compliment today,
better yet start giving yourself compliments
daily. Louise Hay noted author and lecturer
recommends telling yourself that you love
yourself "past the way you are.- every day in
the mirror ..
Many new and interesting items are amsing
daily Lots of unique decorator items and
accent pieces are here Our new jewelry has
lots of different looks, the nngs that turn over
and are black onyx on one side and filagree on
the other are very cute Lots of crosses, hearts,
charm bracelets, sterling and antique gold
pieces are here also
Get ready for spnng in the many new pants.
caprfs, and shorts We hase new shorts in a
longer length with a flat front or pleats in a
variety of colors, perfect for golfing
Try some of our new food items for entertaining. salsas, mustards and relishes are great
to have on hand for unexpected guests
Congratulations to Nancy Kramer who won
the oriental candleholder at lunch tact Friday
Join us this week for lunch on us and browse,
if you haven't been in lately you'll be plea,
antly surprised
Check out all the pant sets and jacket dress
cc for those who like a sleeve.
More Tommy Bahama has arrived also
great colors —
Stay tuned to next week's Fun & Fachior
report

NicaLty
The Stemethong Fur Erenrme Sem.,

305 South 12th
Murray, KY • 753-7441

2"Lrestalay, March 20, 2001
9 a.m.. or 5 til 7 p.m.

•
Children who will be five (5) years of age on or before October 1, 2001 are
eligible to attend Calloway Countv's full day Primary 1/Kindergarten Program.

EAST CALLO WAY
ELEMENTARY SCHOOL

NORTH CALLOWAY
ELEMENTARY SCHOOL

1169 Pottertown Road

2928 Brinn Road

Patsy Whitesell, Principal
For more information call 762-7325

Margaret Cook,Principal
For more information call 762-7335

;

SOUTHWEST CALLOWAY
ELEMENTARY SCHOOL
3426 Wiswell Road
Dr. Mary Lou Yeatts, Principal
For more information call 762-7345

Parents of four (4) year old children currently enrolled in the Calloway
County Preschool/Headstart Program need to register.

Parents should bring the following items:
• A copy of the state certified birth certificate
(Hospital birth certificate cannot be accepted)

• An up-to-date Kentucky Certificate of Immunization
• The student's social security card
• An up-to-date Kentucky Physical
(Physicals dated prior to February 1, 2001 cannot be accepted)
(Children attending Calloway County' Preschool this year do not need to bring these items.)

An eye examination performed by an optometrist or
opthamologist will be required by Jan. 1, 2002.

ito
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Tornado blows
away Tigers 73-44
By SCOTT NANNEY
Sports Editor
Sometimes the best laid plans
can be all for naught. But you
don't have to tell that to Dan
Hudson.
The third-year Murray High head
coach was prepared to throw a
monkey wrench into fast-breaking
Paducah Tilghman's regional title
hopes.
"We were going to slow the
tempo down," Hudson said.
However, the Blue Tornado
would have none of that — jumping out to a 13-3 advantage en
route to an easy 73-44 triumph
over the Tigers during an opening-round game of the First Region
Tournament Tuesday at the Regional Special Events Center.
The win sends No. 10 Tilghman (27-4) into Friday's semifinal matchup against seventh-ranked
Graves County, a 61-50 winner
over Fulton City in Tuesday's second contest.
Tilghman — who received a
scare from Heath in last week's
Second District Tournament —
made sure there would be no suspense in this game, building its
commanding lead on buckets from
Rashaud Wilson and center OrIandus Hill and five straight points
from sharp-shooting guard Brett
Jones.
The Blue Tornado, who outrebounded Murray a whopping 4124 for the game, took control of
the boards in the opening quarter
with 12 rebounds. Eleven of those
boards helped Tilghman produce
a 19-6 lead after the first eight
minutes of play.
Meanwhile, Murray struggled to
get off a shot against a stiff Tornado zone. Junior point guard
Kwen Trice scored all of the Tigers'
first-quarter points on a 3-pointer
and an old-fashioned three-point
play.
"They just totally took us out

Paducah Tilghman 73
Tigers 44
Murray
6 19 35 — 44
Tilghman
19 35 53 — 73
Murray (44) — Masthay 4, Cogdell
7, Rayburn, Trice 21, M. Kelleher,
Garland 5, Cole 7, Rutledge, Baust,
French, Volp, Williams. FG: 17-49.
3-point FG: 3-4 (Trice 2, Garland
1). FT: 7-13. Rebounds: 24. Record: 17-11.
Paducah Tilghman (73) — Jones
26, Daniels 5, Hill 9, Wilson 13, Gibson, B. Hamilton 5, Perry 4, Miller
11, Davis, Wagner, Clarke, C. Hamilton, Carruthers, Abbott. FG: 28-61.
3-point FG: 6-17 (Jones 4, B. Hamilton 1, Miller 1). FT: 11-13. Rebounds: 41. Record: 27-4.
of our game," Hudson noted. "It
was 13-3 and we needed to score,
so we had to go to a back-up
plan.
knew we were in trouble
when we got into a transition
game. You can't do that against
them because they have too many
athletes."
One of those athletes, Hill, created big matchup problems for MHS
in the low post. The 6-4 center
scored only nine points, but dominated the smaller Tigers on the
offensive glass.
"We were trying to front Hill
every time. But we didn't have
anybody between him and the basket, so we gave up several rebounds
to him," Hudson said.
"Our post play has been suspect all year long. We can do well
against guys who are 6-2, 6-3.
But when we've gone against guys
who are 6-4, 6-5, they've just outmuscled us."
Hill's presence on the inside
opened things up on the perimeter for Jones and Wilson, who
scorched the nets for 26 and 13
points, respectively.
The Tornado used a 16-13 scoring advantage in the second period to produce a comfortable 35-

19 margin at the halftime break.
Murray (17-11) cut the deficit
to just 11 points (37-26) with a
7-1 run to start the second half.
Trice, Anthony Cogdell and Daryl
Cole all had points in the scoring
spurt.
But the Tigers'comeback attempt
was short-lived as Jones scored
seven straight points in a oneminute stretch to push the Tilghman lead to 44-26 with four minutes remaining in the third period.
The rest of the contest was
garbage time for both teams as
the Tornado coasted to a 53-36
lead after three quarters and completed the rout with a 20-8 scoring advantage in the final stanza.
Kyle Miller was Tilghman's
other double-figure scorer with 11
points. The Tornado finished 28of-61 from the floor, and a 6-of17 effort from 3-point range.
Trice paced the Tigers with 21
points while Cole and Cogdell followed with seven apiece. Murray
hit just 17-of-49 field goals, connecting on 3-of-4 attempts from
behind the 3-point arc.
Despite the setback, Hudson
was pleased with the Tigers' season, which produced the program's
second straight region tournament
berth.
"You have to give a lot of
credit to these players," he
explained. "They're the ones who
bought into what the coaching staff
was selling. Our program is growing. We just have to keep building on what we've accomplished."
SCOTT NANNEY/Ledger photo
SWAT TEAM...Paducah Tilghman center Orlandus Hill (50)
stuffs Murray High forward
Blake Rayburn's shot attempt
during first-half action of the
Tigers' 73-44 First Region
Tournament loss to the Blue
Tornado.

Jurich to meet with Pitino
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP)
Reports that Rick Pitino was coming to Louisville started minutes
after Hall of Fame coach Denny
Crum retired, and athletics director Tom Jurich has heard them
all.
"The thing that surprised me
most was that golf game we had
three weeks ago at Valhalla when
it was 42-below," Jurich said jokingly at a news conference he
called Tuesday to end the speculation.
Jurich said he will meet with
the former Kentucky and Boston
Celtics coach this weekend in Florida to discuss the vacancy left by
Crum's announcement last Friday.
Jurich said he didn't try to contact Pitino until Sunday, when he
called Brent Rice, a Lexington attorney and a mutual friend.
"1 expressed to Brent that I would

like the opportunity to sit down
with Rick. and Rick has obliged.
I want to make sure he and I are
a good match," lunch said.
Pitino said earlier in the day
on ESPN Radio that he was interested in the
Louisville job,
and Jurich said
Pitino is the one
and only candidate right now.
"What I've
tried to focus on
is who would be
the best fit and
who would do
PMNO
the best job and
who I would
enjoy working with." Jurich said.
"I feel at this point, coach Pitino
is really who I want to focus on.
I want to go down and spend as
much time as I possibly can sell-

Added Jurich: "His name has
ing the amenities of this program.
"It's a program I feel h one to be No. 1 on everybody's list."
Crum coached Louisville to two
of the top five jobs in America.
and I want the opportunity to tell NCAA championships in 30 seasons, but his program has declined
him."
Pitino rescued Kentucky from in recent years. The Cardinals were
NCAA probation in 1989 and turned twice hit with NCAA probation in
it into an NCAA champion seven the early 1990s and have gone
years later. He left the program just 62-61 the past four seasons.
Pitino said in his radio interafter the following season to run
the Celtics, then resigned after 3 view, "It's difficult to think about
coaching at U of L after coach1/2 unsuccessful seasons.
Pitino has already removed his ing at UK. But (Louisville) is a
name from consideration for jobs great university with a tremendous
at UNLV and Rhode Island, but basketball tradition.
"The state is not divided 50said in his radio interview he wants
50 — it is about 80-20 Kentucky
to coach in college next season.
"Any job that's open, I will sit to Louisville," Pitino said. "I would
down and listen to someone that say that there's going to be 15 to
had interest in me," Pitino said. 20 percent of the Kentucky fans
"(The Louisville job) is something who are not going to like it.
I would be interested in. How There's 10 percent of the Louisville
interested, I'm not sure at this fans who are not going to like
it."
point in time."

Hilltoppers claim Sun Belt title
MOBILE. Ala. (AP) — Western Kentucky
is back in the NCAA Tournament. The Hilltoppers arc planning for an extended stay.
Chris Marcus had 20 points and 18 rebounds
as Western Kentucky beat South Alabama 6454 Tuesday night in the championship game
of the Sun Belt Conference tournament.
Western Kentucky (24-6), coming off five
straight losing seasons, earned its first NCAA
Tournament bid since 1995.
"We are a team that can beat just about
anybody." said Western Kentucky coach Henry
Felton, who matched his victory total from
his first two seasons. "We are going to play
the very best in the country who have a lot

of the same characteristics that we have and up being our undoing."
Marcus was spurred by memories of last
that got us into that game."
South Alabama (22-10) rallied from a 10- year's loss to the Jaguars.
"There's no feeling like it," Marcus said.
point deficit in the second half and took a
year, they put us out in the second
"Last
remaining.
4:41
with
54-53 lead
Western Kentucky closed with a 13-0 run round and it just stuck with us. It's been a
to seal the win. In the run, Derek Robinson long road .... ."
South Alabama. which started three seniors,
hit a 3-pointer and Tremain Rowles followed
with a jump shot. Marcus, the tournament's lost in the title game for the second consecmost valuable player. added four free throws utive season, this time on its home floor.
"I'm extremely proud of our guys, because
in the final 48 seconds.
Western Kentucky, led by the 7-foot-1 Mar- it was a major challenge to be able to come
in here against such a seasoned team, a team
cus. outrebounded South Alabama 42-20.
I'm sure felt it had to be their year."
that
guy."
big
the
to
answer
no
had
"We just
Jaguar coach Bob Weltlich said. "That ended Felton said.
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6
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Graves outlasts
Fulton City 61-50
Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
Wes Johnson's double-double
catapulted seventh-ranked Graves
County past Fulton City 61-50
in the First Region Tournament
quarterfinals Tuesday at the
Regional Special Events Center.
Johnson made 8-of-10 field
goals and all 15 of his free
throws for 31 points and pulled
down 10 of the Eagles' 15
rebounds as the Third District
champions advanced to Friday's
7:45 p.m. semifinal contest
against No. 10 Paducah Tilghman.
Graves (24-4) made 17-of-25
shots from the floor and 24-of29 attempts from the foul line
to overcome Aaron Ferrell's 21
points and 21-of-39 shooting from
the First District runner-up Bulldogs (12-17).
Behind a pair of first-quarter
3-pointers from Ferrell, Fulton led
8-7 before the Eagles pulled ahead
15-10 at the end of the frame.
Ferrell's baseline jumper at
the 3:05 mark of the second
period, however, gave the Bulldogs a 19-17 lead, and Fulton
went into the locker room ahead
21-19 at the half.
But Johnson scored 10 of
Graves' first 12 points out of
intermission, and Josh Kimbler's
10-foot jumper, followed by a
3-pointer, resulted in a 36-29

We Welcome You!

Graves County 61
Fulton City 50
10 21 29— 50
Fulton
15 19 40 — 61
Graves
Fulton City (50) — Wright, Mulcahy 8, Forrest 8, Fly 5, Ferrell 21,
Maze, Benjamin, Rose 6, Burton
2, Allen, Yamauchi. FG: 21-39.3point FG: 6-13 (Ferrell 3. Rose 2,
Fly 1) FT: 2-2. Rebounds: 11
Record: 12-17.
Graves County (61) — Tidwell 2,
Wilkerson 4, W. Johnson 31, J. Elliott 8, Hatcher 6, McGregor, Kimbier 7, Brown 3, Baldwin, M. Johnson, Miller, C. Elliott. FG: 17-25. 3point FG: 3-6 (J. Elliott 2, Kimbler
1). FT: 24-29. Rebounds: 15. Record: 24-4.
Eagle edge late in the third stanza.
Jason Elliott drained a pair
of 3-pointers as the Graves lead
grew to as many as 19 points
in the fourth quarter.
Elliott scored eight points.
Kimbler added seven and Wes
Hatcher notched six points and
nine assists for the defending
region champions.
Ferrell dished out three assists
for the Bulldogs, who received
eight points apiece from Brian
Forrest and Robby Mulcahy yet
only went to the free-throw line
twice.
The boys' championship game
will be held Saturday at 7 p.m.
at the RSEC.

NEW OWNERSHIP
Shawn & Julie West - New Owners

1100 minutes

GASOLINE* DELI • GROCERIES
& RESTAURANT

Trt-mode Digital phone

Elite Convenience Mart

& Car Charger
539.95

chirped tot arty
Sagoct to nint civet .td Warr Foe
Other restrictions may Apply Expires 3/15/01

Lynn Grove
435-4500
Hwy. 94 West • Lynn Grove. KY
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Orioles' Belle may retire
FORT LAUDERDALE, Fla.
(AP) — The Baltimore Orioles
could learn as early as Thursday
whether Albert Belle will be able
to play baseball again.
The Orioles' flagship radio station said Tuesday night that Belle
will retire this weektbut his agent
said the ailing outfielder will consult with doctors before making a
final decision.
WBAL radio, citing unidentified sources close to the situation,
reported Belle will announce his
retirement by Thursday.
Belle has missed the Orioles'
first five exhibition games because
of a degenerative hip. If he retires,
the right fielder will forfeit the
remaining $39 million on his fiveyear contract.
He must be put on the disabled
list and deemed unable to play by
a physician before an insurance
company will pay most of the $39
million.
Regardless, Belle's agent said the
slugger will find out if his hip
will allow him to play before
deciding whether to leave the game.
"At this point, all I can say is
he plans on being seen by doctors in the next day or so," Am
Tellem said Tuesday night. "We're
waiting to get the doctors' advice,
and then we'll decide."
Tellem said Belle will be examined by Dr. Michael Jacobs, the
Orioles' team physician, and an
outside doctor.
Asked about the retirement
report, Tellem said: "It's way premature. People are speculating. It's
unfair to Albert. He has to see
what the doctors say and then
think about what his options are."
Belle, 34, probably will be examined in Florida, Tellem said.

FOR WHOM THE BELLE TOLLS.. Baltimore Orioles right
fielder Albert Belle could retire as early as Thursday.
"He's in considerable pain,"
Tellem said, "obviously extremely
disappointed that he isn't able to
play at the level he's accustomed
to and that he was preparing for

this spring. For a man of his
tremendous skills and talents, it's
extremely disappointing and frustrating."
Earlier in the day. Orioles man-

SCOittillOARW

ager Mike Hargrove said Belle
appeared near to reaching the conclusion that his arthritic right hip
will not allow him to play again.
"We're much farther down that
road than we were two days ago,
much farther down that road," Hargrove said.
The injury, which first occurred
last summer, has left Belle with
a nasty limp and the feeling that
his baseball playing days are done.
Belle, who told USA Today on Monday that he needs a "miracle" to
return, refused comment Tuesday.
There wasn't much to say, given
that his condition has not changed.
"Nothing new, nothing different," Hargrove said. "I talked to
Albert this morning and he said
it's the same as it has been."
So the Orioles will wait for the
saga to reach a conclusion. Either
Belle attempts to play, or he admits
that he can't.
"There's nothing else we can
do. I don't know how else to go
about it," Hargrove said.
Belle missed 20 games last September with an inflamed bursa sac
in the right hip. He finished with
a .281 batting average and 103
RBIs, but his 23 homers ended a
streak of eight straight seasons
with at least 30.
He hit .248 with five homers
and 42 RBIs in his last 65 games,
and his hip has since worsened.
-We've had five games and he
hasn't played in any of them. That
speaks for itself," said Syd Thrift,
the Orioles vice president of baseball operations.
The Orioles are willing to wait
for a week or two, but if Belle
continues his struggle to return,
the team eventually will have to
move forward without him.
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The Insurance Center
of Murray
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901 Sycamore

Pts.
83

82
75
57
44
Pts.
87
78
77
69
55
Pts.
80
69
51
51
45
a tie

WESTERN CONFERENCE
Central Division
W
L T-OL Pts.
Detroit
40
17
7-4
91
St Louis
39
16
8-4
90
Nashville
27
31
8-2
64
27
30
Chicago
6-3
63
21
31
Columbus
7-6
55
Northwest Division
W
L T-OL Pis.
42
9-3
Colorado
12
96
Vancouver
34
22
5-6
79
Edmonton
31
24
73
9-2
Calgary
23
26 12-4
62
23
30 10-3
59
Minnesota
Pacific Division
W
L T-OL Pts.
37
5-2
Dallas
22
81
79
San Jose
34
21 10-1
Phoenix
30
22 13-2
75
Los Angeles
9-1
27
70
30
Anaheim
19
51
35
8-5
Today's Games
Columbus at Carolina, 6 p.m.
Washington at Pittsburgh, 630 p.m
San Jose at Florida, 6'30 p.m.
Lnicago at Dallas, 730 p.m.
Toronto at Edmonton, 8 p.m.
Montreal at Anaheim, 930 p.m
Thursday's Games
Ottawa at Boston, 6 p.m.
Calgary at Philadelphia, 6 p.m.
Pittsburgh at Atlanta. 6'30 p m
Carolina at Tampa Bay, 630 p
Minnesota at New Jersey, 6:30 pm
Colorado at St. Louis, 7 p.m.
Vancouver at Phoenix. 8 p.m.
Nashville at Los Angeles, 9 30 pm

GOT SCORES?
CALL 753-1916

ATLANTA (AP) — Tayshaun
forward had silenced his critics. He
Prince heard plenty of criticism thi,.
scored 16.2 points per game, rankseason — directed at both himself
ing sixth in the SEC, and led the
and his team.
Wildcats in rebounding average at
No one is complaining now.
6.3.
Prince, whose smooth style led
"I try to take over the game
Kentucky to a share of the Southwhen I need to," Prince said. "I
eastern Conference title, was an
think that's part of how I became
overwhelming choice Tuesday as
SEC player of the year. I did a
player of the year on The Associgreat job showing leadership down
ated Press All-SEC team.
the stretch. In a close ballgame, I
Mississippi's Rod Barnes received
tried to make sure my team came
coach of the year honors after guidout on the right end."
ing the Rebels from worst to first
Kentucky (19-9, 12-4 SEC) put
in the West Division. One of his
together winning streaks of seven
players, freshman Justin Reed, was
and eight games to share the connamed newcomer of the year.
ference championship with Florida.
PRINCE
In addition to Prince, the first
The Wildcats are the No. 1 seed
team also included two Florida players, Udonis for this week's SEC tournament in Nashville. Tenn.
Haslem and Brett Nelson, along with Alabama's Rod
"This is something very special, especially the
Grizzard and Georgia's D.A. Layne.
way this Kentucky team started off real slow," said
Prince and the Wildcats were hurting in Decem- Prince, who hasn't decided if he will return for his
ber after losing five of their first nine games. Coach senior season or enter the NBA draft.
Tubby Smith was under fire, with hV star forward
Barnes was a clear choice as the top coach for
seen as lackadaisical.
the job he did with a team that had just five SEC
"I'm a smooth-type player and sometimes it looks victories a year ago. This season, Ole Miss claimed
like I'm not going that hard." Prince said. "There the West title with an 11-5 mark and set a school
are people who don't think I play hard or don't record with 23 victories overall.
think I want to be out there the whole time."
Prince and Haslem were the only unanimous
By the end of the season, the 6-foot-9 junior choices to the first team.

LEXINGTON, Ky.(AP)--- University of Kentucky board of
trustees Chairman Billy Joe Miles
said he will seek greater board oversight of the school's athletics program following a settlement
reached with former football coach
Hal Mumme that will pay him
$1 million over the next four
years.
Miles said he is "tremendously disappointed" in the settlement.
which also gives Mumme a $30,000
payment for his lawyers and the
use of two cars.
"With all the things that we
need money for, I can't believe
that we would pay that amount
of money," Miles said Tuesday.
Miles was out of town last
week when UK sports officials
presented their report on more
than three dozen NCAA violations
in the football program.
They also announced the settlement with Mumme, who resigned
last month after saying he should
have known about the problems
UK officials said the severance
package was appropriate because
Mumme had not been directly
linked to any violations. The coach
had five years left on his $800,000a-year contract, which said he
could he fired immediately without further pay if he violated NCAA
rules, or if a member of his staff
did so with his knowledge.
The report found that Mumme
had been informed of a possible
violation by another coach, but
did not report the allegation.

SPORTS BRIEFS
MYST places second in Madisonville meet
MADISONVILLE, Ky. — The Murray Youth Swim Team took second place
in a meet Saturday, winning a pair of events — the girls 13-14 200-yard
medley relay and the 200-yard freestyle relay
Rachel Barber, Lora Hopkins, Morgan Williams and Serena Brittain swam
to the medley relay victory in a time of 2 minutes, 25 56 seconds, 5 25 seconds faster than Hopkins County Lyne Basiak joined Barber Hopkins and
Williams in the freestyle relay to edge Hopkins County's 220 08 effort with
a 2:1794
Barber also collected individual blue ribbons in the 50-yard freestyle, 50
butterfly and 5- backstroke Basiak won the 10-and-under 100-yard backstroke, Williams won the 13-14 100 freestyle and Hopkins won the 13-14 50
breaststroke
On the boys' side, Charles Costello claimed blue ribbons in the open 50
freestyle and the 11-12 200 individual medley Joshua Hill took top honors in
the 11-12 50 and 100 freestyle events while Alex Haneltne won the 10-andunder 100 freestyle
The MYST is coached by Skylar Cotton For more information call 75O-

MONESSEN
Unvented Gas Logs & Fire Boxes

2207

MCCSA schedules soccer swap at Bee Creek
T he Murray Calloway County Soccer AssociatIon wilI have It:, soccer swap

Saturday from 9 a m to 3 p.m by the concession stand at the Bee Creek
soccer complex
Soccer players are invited to bring their old soccer shoes, uniforms, shin
guards. balls and other soccer equipment and trade them for other soccer
items Donations will be accepted and all proceeds will go toward the MCCSA

Youth baseball, softball holding late signups
The Murray-Calloway County Youth Baseball and Softball Association is
offering late srgnups for the 2001 season Thursday and Friday from 9 a m
to 5 p m at the Murray-Calloway County Parks office on Payne Street
After this week's registration period, there will be a $10 late charge for
signups For more Information, call 762-0325
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Heat with Personality.

Calloway County's Exclusive Monessen Dealer

Pooch or Feline Need A Trim?
c6N"r—p") Pet Grooming Service by Professional Groomer

PAULA CAMPBELL
By Appointment Only

(270)753-6749
Open Mon.-Fri. 8-5

Westside Veterinary
Service L.L.P.
1271 Johnny Robertson Rd., South
www.westsidevet.com

753-8355

NATIONAL HOCKEY LEAGUE
EASTERN CONFERENCE
Atlantic Division
W
L T-OL
New Jersey
34
17 12-3
Philadelphia
35
20 10-2
Pittsburgh
7-2
33
23
N Y Rangers
4-1
26
35
N Y Islanders
41
5-3
18
Northeast Division
W
L T-OL
Ottawa
38
17
8-3
Buffalo
25
5-1
36
Toronto
31
22 10-5
Boston
28
26
6-7
Montreal
35
5-4
23
Southeast Division
W
L T-OL
Washington
34
20 10-2
Carolina
8-3
29
25
Atlanta
19
34 11-2
Florida
17
33
9-8
Tampa Bay
6-3
18
40
Two points for a win, one point for
and overtime loss
Monday's Goimes
Philadelphia 6, Boston 4
N Y Islanders 5, N Y. Rangers 2
Tuesday's Games
Buffalo 3, Boston 1
Tampa Bay 2, San Jose 1, OT
Colorado 4, Atlanta 2
New Jersey 3, Ottawa 2, OT
Washington 5. N.Y Islanders 1
St. Louis 3, Minnesota 3. tie
Phoenix 5, Nashville 1
Toronto 3. Calgary 1
Detroit 4. Vancouver 3
Los Angeles 4. Montreal 3

SEC names Prince MVP

UK's Miles
displeased
by Mumme
settlement
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MSU program offers courses
This summer marks another
milestone in Murray State University's Upward Bound summer
program.
For the first time, English 101
will be offered to students who
have completed their junior year
of high school. Tuition, books and
fees will be paid by the program.
In preparation for enrollment in
the class this summer, an ACT
preparation workshop will be
offered prior to the residual ACT
given at MSU.
In order to enroll in the class,
a student must have a minimum
of 17 on the English portion of
the ACT.
By the bridge year (high school
seniors), students will prepare for
entrance into college by exploring
college options, visiting campuses
and completing applications. Alter
graduation in May, Upward Bound
bridge students will be enrolled
in seven hours of college classes,
including English 102, Communications 161 and Freshman Orientation.
For those students who successfully completed English 101
the previous summer, their total
college credit while in Upward
Bound will be 10 hours. This

students who have college potential.
Murray State's UB participant
enrollment is limited to 93 students in a nine-county service area
with 15 public high schools.
Because of the high performance standards placed on the pro
gram in the areas of retention and
college placement, it is imperative that only students who value
education are accepted, Yates noted.
To qualify for the program a
student must be primarily from
the ninth grade, with neither parent having attained a four-year
college degree and the family must
meet an income guideline from

Jennifer "Jen" Ohl, outreach coordinator, Upward Bound
student Jacklyn Cordell, Mary Jo Wallace, bridge coordinator and Troy Webb, academic coordinator review the new
Academic Scholarship guidelines for juniors in the summer
program. Mr. and Mrs. Noble Orr of Hazel are Cordell's
great aunt and uncle.
amounts to two scholarships worth
more than $5,000.
All students who attend the
summer program are given meals,
housing, books, stipends, recreation and cultural enrichments and

a summer trip to a major city.
According to Myra Yates,
Upward Bound director, in recent
years Upward Bound has screened
applicants to the program more
carefully in order to attract the

the U.S. Department of Education.
After completing the application, the student and parents will
interview with the UB staff to
determine need and commitment
to academic goals.
For more information, contact
the Upward Bound office on the
campus of Murray State University at (270) 762-4492 or by email
at
myra.yates@
murraystate.edu.
The Web page can be found at
http://www.murraystate.edu/secsv/
Upward-Bound/upward.htm.

'Piggybacking' gives dead bills life
FRANKFORT. Ky. (AP) —
House Speaker Jody Richards has
a bill to make bomb threats a
felony. Some in the Senate think
it should do more.
They think it should legalize
use of deadly force — shooting
to kill — in cases of burglary,
robbery or forcible sodomy. Or
prohibit firearm possession by
someone subject to a domestic violence order. Or declare a fetus to

be a person and its killing a homicide.
Those are concepts of other, individual bills, none of which are going
anywhere as time runs out on the
General Assembly. So, they have
been filed as floor amendments to
Richards' House Bill 1. It's an
old maneuver commonly called
piggybacking.
Richards, D-Bowling Green, was
not unsympathetic or particularly

offended. He supported the amendments in principle, especially that
on fetal homicide, but their timing is a problem. Richards said
in an interview.
"At this time of the session,
any amendments, especially those
kind of controversial, really bog
down a bill," Richards said. It's
just an important bill. It really
needs to be enacted."
Keeping guns away from anyone subject to a domestic violence
order was the idea of Sen. Julie
Denton, R-Louisville. Her own bill
is stuck in the Senate Judiciary
Committee, so she embodied part
of it in a floor amendment that
she is trying to attach to no fewer
than three House bills now pending in the Senate.
In addition to the bomb-threat
bill. Denton filed the amendment
to an unrelated House bill on
domestic-violence orders.
She also is trying to attach it

to a second Richards bill that
would make it a felony to file the
serial number off a gun.
"I think if they'll call them up,
they'll pass,- Denton said, referring to Senate leaders. "It's a matter of if they call them up or
not."
A bill on deadly force, by Democratic Rep. Bob Damron of
Nicholasville, got past the House
Judiciary Committee. House leaders then shipped it to the budget
committee to die instead of sending it to the floor for a vote.
Sen. Albert Robinson, R-London, filed it as an amendment to
the bomb-threat bill. Robinson also
filed an amendment to the serialnumber bill to upgrade the penalty for desecration of a grave.
The fetal-homicide bill introduced by several members of the
House never budged from the House
Judiciary Committee.

Frame noted by WDKDA
SPECIAL VISITOR...The Preschool I and II Class at Wee
Care Child Development Center invited "Hannibal", a bull
python, for a visit during "creepy crawler week." The two
classrooms for two year-olds are taught by SheIli Stucker
and Ashley Henderson.

PRE-SEASON CHECK-UP ON:
Snapper, John Deere, Roper, Lawn Chief & Troy BiIt
Through March 15, 2001

PUSH MOWERS
Clean Air Filter
Check Firing
Check & Adjust Carburetor
Sharpen Blade
Change Oil
New Spark Plug
Grease & Lube where needed

All For Only

$4495

All For Only

$7995
FREE pick-up & delivery
within 5 miles

LAWN & GARDEN TRACTORS
Change Oil & Filter if needed
Grease & Lube
New Spark Plug
Check Battery
Check Air Pressure
Clean Air Filter
Sharpen Blade
Check Belts & Pulleys
Check & Adjust Carburetor
Check Firing

All For Only

$9995
FREE pick-up & delivery
within 5 miles

( Any Additional Parts & Labor At Additional Costs. )

Murray Home & Auto
Outdoor Division
751 2571

cator award is presented to a registered and licensed dietitian in
the western district of Kentucky
who demonstrates outstanding
teaching skills at the college or
university level.
Frame teaches nutrition and
dietetics courses and conducts
research on cardiac rehabilitation
patients. He also oversees hospital training of postgraduates of
dietetics in eight hospitals in western Kentucky and Tennessee.

WATCH FOR OUR
MISS SPRING 2001
SECTION COMING SOON

Raw census count to
determine districts
WASHINGTON (AP) — Scientists and state lawmakers are
eagerly awaiting the next wave of
population figures from the 2000
census — detailed "head count"
numbers to be used to remap political district boundaries.
The figures are crucial because
they will be used to redraw congressidnal, state and legislative
political districts. They're also controversial: On Tuesday, Commerce
Secretary Don Evans decided that
only the actual "head count" will
be released to states, not adjusted figures that supporters said
could protect against an estimated net undercount of 3.3 million
people.
Evans, whose department oversees the Census Bureau, agreed with
a Census Bureau recommendation
that said the raw head count numbers are more accurate than the
adjusted figures. He called the
2000 census the "most accurate
in the country's history."
Among other things, demographers and analysts said the data
would offer new proof that the
fast-growing Hispanic population
nearly equaled blacks as the nation's
largest minority group.
Virginia and New Jersey were
the first two states expected to
get numbers. The Census Bureau
was scheduled to send the detailed
population files to the respective
governors and state legislative leaders in the two states on Wednesday. The files will be released to
the public once those officials notify the Census Bureau they have
received it.
Supporters of statistical adjusting were not surprised by Evans'
decision, but nevertheless urged him
to back adjustment anyway as a
way to protect against an undercount of primarily minorities.
"I weighed their recommendation, evaluated their report ... and
I concluded that the recommendation of the Census Bureau professionals was correct and prudent," Evans, a longtime friend
and supporter of President Bush,
told a news conference.

Data for nine other states was
scheduled to be sent to officials
there on Thursday or Friday, bureau
spokeswoman Laverne Collins said.
The states are Arkansas, Indiana,
Louisiana, Mississippi, Pennsylvania, South Dakota, Texas, Vermont
and Wisconsin.
By law, all states must receive
their redistricting data by April 1.
Evans' decision quieted, for now,
a long political debate between
congressional
Democrats
and
Republicans over whether, and how,
to account for those missed in the
actual national head count.
This was the first census that
Americans were allowed to identify themselves as being of more
than one race on the form. The
report found there were 34.7 million people in 2000 who were
classified as "black", with no other
race. An additional 1.7 million
Americans classified themselves as
black and some other race.
The black population in the
1990 census, which only allowed
people to check off one race, was
30 million.
Using adjustment methods, the
bureau also estimated there could
have been a 2.1 percent undercount in the black category in
2000, raising the number of people who checked off "black" to
37.2 million.
The Hispanic population in the
2000 census, meanwhile was about
35.3 million. That was up 58 percent from 22.4 million in the 1990
census.
The Hispanic population has
long been considered the nation's
fastest- growing minority, and had
been forecast to pass non-Hispanic blacks next year as the nation's
largest.
Republicans, though, cautioned
that many of the numbers were
based on preliminary estimates,
and may change. Also the early
numbers on the black population
did not specify the number of nonHispanic blacks.
"Hispanic" is considered an ethnicity, and Hispanic people can
he of any race.

FREE pick-up & delivery
within 5 miles

REAR ENGINE RIDERS & TILLERS
Check Firing
Check & Adjust Carburetor
Check Belts & Pulleys
Sharpen Blade
Change Oil. Grease & Lube
New Spark Plug
Check Battery
Check Air Pressure
Check Air Filter

Dr. C. Jeffrey Frame has been
named the Outstanding Dietetics
Educator for 2000-01 by the Western District Kentucky Dietetic Association (WDKDA). Frame is an
assistant professor in the department of wellness and therapeutic
sciences at Murray State University.
Frame's focus area for teaching and research is nutrition, dietetics and food management.
The Outstanding Dietetics Edu-

IT IS LIKE THIS...MHS sophomore Tyler Harper is shown
explaining his Roman festival project to Jill Herndon's accelerated English II class recently.

Hours: Mon.-Fri. 7:30-5:00
Sat. 7:30-3:00
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'Frasier'inks new
three-year deal
NEW YORK (AP) — NBC has
struck a deal with the studio that
makes "Frasier" to keep the fivetime Ernmy-winning comedy about
a pompous Seattle psychologist on
the air for at least three more
years.
If NBC hadn't nailed down the
agreement, there was a risk that
Paramount would have shopped
the comedy to another network.
Series star Kelsey Grammer seemed
happy on Tuesday to be staying
The Cat in the Hat, that famous character from Dr. Seuss put.
"I got off the phone and jumped
books, brightened the day for pediatric patients at MurrayCalloway County Hospital on March 2. The visits were spon- around the room for a while" when
sored by the Calloway County Family Resource Center and the deal was done, Grammer said.
NBC had reportedly been paythe Tri Sigma Sorority at Murray State. Tri Sigma member
ing Paramount $5 million per
Bethany Boone (left) read a Dr. Seuss book to 5-year-old
episode for the show. NBC West
Trenton Pritchard of Cuba, one of the patients who received Coast President Scott Sassa said
free, age-appropriate books.
the network agreed to an increase
of less than 10 percent; Paramount
said it was a little more than that.
There were also reports that NBC
had been reluctant to make a threeyear commitment for a series in
its eighth season. But Jeff Zucker, NBC entertainment president,
wrote the plot outline without access said that "we don't view it as a
BIRMINGHAM, Mich.(AP) —
gamble at all."
A jury has ordered 20th Century to the script.
During the six-week trial, retired
The three-year commitment was
Fox to pay $19 million for stealUniversity of Michigan film pro- apparently very important to Graming a high school teacher's ideas
for what became the Arnold fessor Ira Knoigsberg testified he mer, who wants his series to at
Schwarzenegger movie "Jingle All found 36 points of overlap between least match the 11-year run of
the scripts for "Jingle All the Way" "Cheers," the comedy where his
the Way."
The 1996 movie, about the last- and Webster's "Could This Be character of Dr. Frasier Crane was
created.
minute quest of two fathers for Christmas?"
"You can't have 36 coincidences
Grammer said he might even
an in-demand Christmas toy, has
in an independently created work," want to beat that record, "but
grossed $183 million.
said Robert Laurel, president of we're getting ahead of ourselves."
The movie was credited to Ed Murray Hill Publications Inc.,
The series won the Emmy for
McQueen, who the lawsuit claims which bought the rights to Webbest
comedy five consecutive years,
is really Fox script-reader Randy ster's play and sued Fox for vioKornfield. But the U.S. District lating the copyright. Murray Hill
Court jury said Tuesday the movie has said the dialogue, plot and
was clearly based on Detroit biol- even names were similar.
ogy teacher Brian Webster's copyThe jury on Tuesday awarded
NEW YORK (AP) — Kathie
right script. The script was sent Murray Hill $15 million plus $4 Lee Gifford plays a hot-to-trot
to Fox in 1994.
million in legal costs. Laurel said romance novelist in an upcoming
Fox spokeswoman Florence Webster would get an undisclosed episode of NBC's "Just Shoot Me."
Grace said the movie company share; the script was Webster's
"When she shows up, she causwill appeal.
first to be published.
es a whole lot of trouble," Gif"Fox copied nothing, infringed
"This is a landmark case for ford tells Entertainment Weekly
nothing and in no way violated independent producers," Laurel magazine of her sitcom role, bribany of the plaintiff's rights," Grace said. "Hopefully, it will send a ing David Spade with toys, scootsaid.
message that you can't take the ers and pinball machines to he
Fox lawyer Michael Huget told little guy's work and put it off as her "boy toy."
The Detroit News that Kornfield
your own."
Gifford, 47, bantered with Regi

Script idea stolen

from 1994 to 1998. Grammer had
been upset with NBC last year
for moving "Frasier" from the network's most popular night, Thursdays, to Tuesdays. He worried that
the show's viewers wouldn't follow.
But "Frasier" easily maintained
its popularity and is ranked a solid
15th in Nielsen Media Research's
season-to-date ratings, second only
to "Who Wants to Be a Millionaire" on Tuesday nights.
Grammer, in a conference call,
said he hoped to remain on Tuesdays and elicited an immediate
promise from Zucker.
"You can pretty much take it
to the bank that this show will
be on Tuesdays at 9 next year,"
Zucker said.
The new licensing agreement
gives the network the right to air
reruns several times in different
time periods, Sassa said.
Even though NBC's exclusive
negotiating period with Paramount
expired on March 1, studio chairman Kerry McCluggage said it
was extended and Paramount did
not open talks with any other network.
McCluggage said that two other
networks, through intermediaries,
expressed interest if a deal could
not be reached with NBC. He did
not identify them, though one was
likely to be Paramount's corporate partner in Viacom, CBS.
As for whether any network
was serious about stealing "Frasier," Sassa said, "We'll never know
the truth from this day forward."

Gifford plays novelist

_L

For Your Perfect House
Click On The Mouse!

KOPPERUD
REALTY
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Web address koPPerudrealtv realtor corn

711 Main St.• 753-1222
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Relay For Life

RELAW 41

.

Luminary Ceremony

c

Please join us at the Luminary Ceremony on

94

Friday, April 20, 2001 at 9 p.m.

TEAAR EVENT TO

FIGHT CANCER

Relay For Life - MSU Roy Stewart Stadium

Relay For Life Luminary Order Form
$5.00 Requested Minimum Contribution Per Luminary
Light a luminary in MEMORY of a loved one or friend who has lost their battle
with cancer. Remember their lives by illuminating a candle as a symbol of HOPI
for future cancer patients. Light a luminary in HONOR of a loved one or a friend
who is a cancer survivor. Celebrate their lives by illuminating a candle as a symbol of HOPE for their today and many tomorrow's. Each luminary will have the
name of the person remembered or honored. The luminaries will be placed around
the track and lit for the Luminary Ceremony at 9 p.m. on Friday. April 20. Please
join us for this special event.
J In Honor Of:
a In Memory Of:
Name:

Name:
••••••••••

4
111
0

Philbin on television's "Live With
Regis & Kathie Lee" for 15 years
before leaving last July.

WORKING HARD...Mayme Nell Staudacher works on updating
the Murray Tourism Commission Web site and calendar.

MSU receives grant
Murray State University is the
recipient of a grant from the Southeastern Association of Housing
Officers (SEAHO). The grant proposal was submitted by Neil McMillion, coordinator of residential education.
The $250 grant will be used
to assist the Alcohol Task Force
and the alcohol education project.

SEAHO awarded only two grants.
McMillion was also the recipient of the SEAHO Service Award,
which is given to individuals who
have made worthy contributions
to their school.
Past MSU winners of the award
are Paul Nabrezny and Jim Simpson.

Delaney to leave `I\TYPD'
LOS ANGELES (AP) — Kim
Delaney will exit her role as New
York police Detective Diane Russell on ABC's popular "NYPD
Blue" at the end of this season.
If her new series doesn't fly.
Delaney has a safety net because
there's no melodrama planned for
her finale. She's not going to die,
like Russell's lover, played by
Jimmy Smits, so she could always
return.
She'll play Philadelphia lawyer
Kathleen Maguire in "Philly," produced by Steven Bochco. Her legal
drama is produced under Bochco's
VNewl
Beds
VI"
Hottest
Bulbs
o TownA

TREE
8 oz. Bottle of Emerald Bay
Tanning Lotion With Any
Package $30 & Up

V.I.P. Members Tan

All

d‘i

irr

Month $23.59—
)

ec•-eCutting Edge
Shoppes of Murray

new deal with Paramount Television as a 13-episode order for
ABC's fall season.

Do you have a C.D.
or I.R.A. maturing?

6.00%
(March,2001)
Southern Farm Bureau Life's
Fixed Annuity
This competitive interest rate is guaranteed for one year upon issue and
is subject to change on policy
anniversary dates However, regardless of rate changes over the years.
Southern Farm Bureau Life guarantees the rate will never decrease
below 3.000o Since early surrender
charges apply. please call for details

BOB
CORNELISON

753-4703

759-3343

REAL PEOPLE
REAL NEEDS
REAL GOD
Airacie Services
with Ron Smith
•
••
• •
• •• •

••
•

411.....••••

Your Name:
City

Address

Cash

Total amount enclosed: $

I would

State
J

Zip

Sunday, March 11

Check J

like an acknowledgement card sent to:

9 a.m., 11 a.m. & 6 p.m.

Name:

Address

City

State

Zip

Please Mail Luminary Order Form to:

Relay For Life, P.O. Box 911, Murray KY. 42071
or return donations along with form to either of the banks below.
For more information contact Margo Landrum,(901) 644-0748 or
Roseanne or Paul Radke,(270) 759-1442.
• Cancer Survivor's Lap registration 5:00 p.m.• Opening Ceremony 7:00 p.m.
• Cancer Survivor's Lap begins at 7:30 p.m. (to register call 753-6904)

Luminaries Sponsored By:

HOPKINSVILLE
FEDERAL BANK

•

•

•

• • •
•• •• ••

Murray First
Assembly of God
Highway 94 East

Murray
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Testing center
opens at MSU
for computers
Murray State University has
recently opened its new ETS Computer-Based Testing Center (CBT).
Murray State is the first university-based site for a center of
this type to open in Kentucky.
Murray State has been pursuing this capability for six years.
Prior to the addition of the new
MSU center, the closest test sites
offering computer testing were in
Jackson and Clarksville, Tenn.
MSU's center will be administering the CBT versions of the GRE,
GMAT, GRE Writing Assessment,
NAPLX, NBPME, NBPTS, Praxis I, TOEFL and Computer SAT
(for 7 and 8 graders only who
are part of the Duke University
or Johns Hopkins University Talent Ideritification Programs).
There is also an interactive GRE
question and answer service that
allows students to receive critiques
of their GRE performance.
Some tests are given only at
specific times during the year. Contact Bill Allbritten or Carolyn
Leslie at (270) 762-6851 to register, or register online for the
at
GMAT
CBT
http://www.gmac.com.

$ctp

-61-2,t-t9ixg1-zoix6 61-16- ti-64sp-va..„
New Hours:
Mon.-Sat.
8:00-7:00

9004d 9a0d

1407 Main
Phone 753-4682

71.00t 9.00d 70144

We Accept Food Stamps - We Reserve The Right To Limit Quantities And Correct Pricing Errors,

We Do Custom Bar -B -Q Turkeys, Hams & Shoulders

AInOME
V
AtiII

AMW
W

•

Deli Hot Line
753-7811

ABlall1PW

Bryan Boneless

U.S Choice Boneless

Pork Loin

Shoulder Roast

}-

1 99

Bacon

I

Ribs

Lb

Sliced Free

$219

$ 1 89

LOS ANGELES (AP) — The
FBI is investigating a plot to kidnap "Gladiator" star Russell Crowe.
The agency became aware of
the plot several weeks ago and
has monitored the Australian-born
actor during appearances in the
United States. FBI spokeswoman
Laura Bosley said Tuesday.
In January, agents donned tuxedos to escort Crowe to the Golden Globe Awards in Beverly Hills.
she added.
The FBI would not release any
other details.
Ironically_ Crowe played a kidnap-and-ransom expert in his latest movie, "Proof of Life."
Scotland Yard agents, also alerted to the kidnapping plot against
him, provided protection during
the movie's London premiere,
according to the show business
news program "Entertainment
Tonight."
"Gladiator" is nominated for II
Academy Awards, including best
picture. Crowe has a best actor nomination for his role as an enslaved
Roman general fighting to avenge
his family's murder.
His publicist did not immediately return calls for comment.

Lb

Kentucky Farms

Star Kist

Kelloggs

Whole Milk

Tuna

Fruit Loops 15 oz. or
Corn Pops 15 oz.

Charmin Double Roll

Sunflower Plain or Self-Rising

Bath Tissue
$599

Flour

$ 1 99
Coke, Diet Coke, Sprite,
Mello Yello, Mr. Pibb

Murder suspect
'made mistake,'
diary says

0

MEM
•••••

Prices Good
March 7 thru
March 13

Kidnapping
plot probed
by FBI

LAS VEGAS (AP) — Prosecutors in the Margaret Rudin murder trial read from her diary Tuesday as they tried to show that the
former socialite never trusted her
millionaire husband and ended up
wanting him dead.
Rudin covered her face with
her hands as the jury was read
portions of her diary detailing the
alleged infidelities of her husband,
Ron Rudin. and how she listened
to his telephone conversations by
wiretaps.
. Just three weeks into the marriage. Rudin wrote in her diary
that she thought she made a mistake in marrying her husband. Rudin
also detailed listening to her husband talking to another woman
about sex.
Prosecutors believe Rudin spied
on her real estate developer husband for years. never trusted him
and finally murdered him to end
the rocky marriage and get his
money.
Ron Rudin disappeared in 1994.
A month later, fishermen found
his bullet-riddled remains stuffed
in an antique trunk and dumped
on the shore of Lake Mohave.
The 64-year-old Rudin had also
been decapitated and set on fire.
Margaret Rudin. his 56-yearold fifth wife, had waited
days to report him missing
She disappeared just before she
was indicted in 1997 and eluded
authorities for more than two years,
changing her appearance and her
name. A tip from an "America's
Most Wanted" viewer led to her
capture in 1999 in Revere, Mass.,
where she was living.
In addition to murder. Rudin
also is charged with illegal wiretapping. The defense claims Rudin
had no idea the equipment was
illegal. She faces a maximum penalty of life in prison if convicted
of the most serious charges.
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2 Liter

99'

$ 1 19

12 Rolls

lS

sfr
dv.k, Coke, Diet Coke, Sprite,
LI
Mello Yello, Mr. Pibb

$329

Paramount Hamburger

Srrykle Single Roll

Dill Slices

Paper Towels

79
'

Philadelphia Whipped

Red Gold Whole or Diced

Tomatoes

280z 79

Cream Cheese

2p300
oz

Betty Crocker

Tuna Helper

Vieth

Pinto Beans

1

,

Tomato Sauce
Cti\

1/2 Gal. $ 1 09
4/i °°

Corn Meal

ACPAErL.
Boneless Pit

Barbecue

Baked Ham
$429

Chicken
$21 9

Cheese
$329

Owen's Best

$1 38

$499

I

28 oz

Kraft Velyeeta

$ 1 99
12 oz I

Singles
Coke, Diet Coke, Sprite,
Mello tile, Mr. Pibb

Golden Ripe

Bananas

39

White
Seedless

Grapes
$ 1 19
I

Roast Beef

$ 1 39

$ 1 99
1/2 Liter 6 Pi(

APIPARrICPAGIP/L/IIMIE'
Field
American

Owen's Best

$119

$1 69
I

$1 99

Detergent

5 Lb.
Fleishman 1 Lb Stick or Squeeze

Margarine

• 75 to 8.25oz.

Dish
155 oz 79
'

Sunflower Self-Rising

Prairie Farms

6 2% Milk

Chili w/Beans

Lb, Bog 3/99
'

32 oz

Burgers
Baked Country

Owen's Best
Barbecue Beef

Ham
$689

Brisket
$589

Cauliflower
2/$300

Lb.

3 Lb. Bag
Red Delicious

Apples
$ 1 19

I

›-

• Fresh
Garden

Salad
$ 1 19
I 1 Lt
Idaho Baker

Potatoes

3 $100
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Jackson reveals PUSH finances

LET'S PLAY JEOPARDY...Southwest student Josh Wright
reads the next Jeopardy question to his classmates in a computerized educational game created by student teacher, Ashley
Burgess.

Communications conference
to be held at Murray State
A telecommunications conferidly growing knowledge-based
ence titled "The Road to the New
economy.
Economy" will be held at Murray
Other conference
speakers
State University March 13 in the
include executives from BellSouth
and representatives from the GovFreed Curd Auditorium.
Co-hosts are the MSU Center ernor's office who will shed light
for Telecommunications Systems on telecommunications and ecoManagement (CTSM) and West nomic development, as well as globKentucky Corporation, in cooper- al and state opportunities and perspectives on knowledge-based
ation with BellSouth.
The conference will provide economies.
Dr. Phil Sparks, CTSM acting
information on what local busidirector, will wrap-up the discusness and government need to know
about the "new economy" and sion by providing Murray State Unienable attendees to develop a versity's response to the new econtelecommunications strategy for omy, which includes the Telecommunications Systems Management
their respective local areas.
Participants are expected to (TSM) academic programs offered
include economic development on campus. Short tours of the
staff, chamber of commerce exec- TSM facilities will be available
utive directors and elected offi- at the conclusion of the confercials from county and city gov- ence.
Registration is open through
ernments.
Dr. William "Bill" Brundage, March 8. The $15 registration fee
commissioner of the new econo- includes lunch.
For more information or to regmy, will be the keynote speaker.
Recently appointed by Gov. Paul ister for the conference, call West
Patton to serve as the first com- Kehtucky Corporation at(270)762missioner, Brundage will discuss 3294.
Visit
http://www.murthe state's New Economy Initia- raystate.eduitsm or call (270) 762tive, which aims at bringing Ken- 3987 for information on the Centucky into the forefront in the rap-. ter and the TSM program.

CHICAGO (AP) — 'The Rev.
Jesse Jackson has revealed financial details for the four civil rights
organizations he leads — details
that have long been kept private.
In a 102-page report Jackson
gave the Chicago Tribune, he indicated he receives a total annual
salary of $120,000 from the four
organizations, the newspaper reported Tuesday.
Jackson has been under scrutiny since Rainbow/PUSH acknowledged in January it paid $35,000
in severance pay to Karin Stanford, with whom Jackson had a
child during an extramarital affair.
In an interview with the Tribune, Jackson said the revelation
had sparked a "concerted attack"
against him.
"I've seen this attack by the
right wing before," Jackson said.
"It's about trying to dismember
our organization.
"What we have to be judged
by is the work we try to do,"
Jackson said. "It's public service,
not perfect service."
In addition to his annual salary,
Jackson said he earned $5,000 a
week from hosting "Both Sides with
Jesse Jackson" on CNN and undisclosed income from speaking
engagements.
The Rainbow/PUSH Coalition,
the Citizenship Education Fund,
Push for Excellence and People
United to Save Humanity collectively employ 102 people who are
paid an average annual salary of
$42,145, the report said.
Jackson's
travel
expenses
accounted for about $614,000 of
the more than $1.3 million his
Chicago-based organizations spent
on travel last year. But more than
$450,000 of that was covered by
Democratic Party committees as
part of "get-out-the-vote" efforts,
said Billy R. Owens,Jackson's chief
financial officer and author of the
financial report.
Owens said Jackson's security
detail for the days he spends in
Chicago costs his organizations
about $62,000 annually.
Jackson's four organizations

Thank you

have distinct agendas and budgets, but they share some board members, top staffers and office space,
the report said.
The Rainbow/PUSH Coalition
and Citizenship Education Fund
have significantly larger budgets
than the two other less visible organizations.
Citizenship Education Fund,

Group of
Lamps

1/2 Price

which includes Jackson's' efforts
to boost the involvement of minorities in business, estimated its revenues in 2000 at $10.2 million.
Rainbow/PUSH, which finances
Jackson's social activities, including marches and housing discrimination complaints, reported revenues of $5.2 million.
The organizations are financially

Owens said a review of financial records since 1997 is not yet
complete, but "there's been no evidence, thus far, to make me believe
that anything is wrong."

WIGGINS
FURNITURE

SAVE

30%-40%

2 Miles North of Murray on
641 Four Lane

OFF

Delivery & Financing Can Be Had
SOFAS & CHAIRS - 40% OFF
ENTERTAINMENT CENTERS - 30% & 40% OFF
CHERRY CHINA keg.$799.95 LESS 40% s479.95
BOOKSHELVES 30%&40% OFF
And The Sale Goes On & On - Look For Big Orange lrig
You Must Visit Our Bargain Floor.
Tell Your Neighbors - Call Your Friends
Open Mon.-Fri. 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.• Sat. 9 a.m. to 4 p.m.
Wiggins Furniture Where Quality Doesn't Carry A High Price.

Giving credit
where credit
e
fOrairoatig7.**Ortkat
6

3rom All Of Us At

sound, said
Owens, whose
$137,500-a-year salary makes him
the only employee with a higher
salary than Jackson.

Murray

Bank

Oki gigal
11:1

FOODS

Home Equity Loans
Agit d b6

HOURS: MONDAY-SATURDAY 8 A.M.-6 P.M.

FINAL REDUCTION!

1-full year fixed
No Annual Fees
No Minimum Amount
ALI _ill WC

MARKED PRICE
(Discount Will Be Taken At The Register)

Thank you,
Frank Hinton and Family
& Employees of D&T Foods
(Building For Lease Or Sale)

our home jusr may contain the key to unlocking your dreams'
Tackle those needed repairs or improvements Streamline your
life with debt consolidation Set sail with a new boat Or. make
your dreams of higher education a reality' The Murray Bank is ready
to help you make the most of your dreams with a Home Equity

y

Line of Credit Come by and see one of our loan officers today
about the benefits and potential tax savings you could realize'
Were The Murray Bank—making your life just a little bit easier!
applications are subject to oPptcAol and must meet
n•nimurn dedit standards The inrtrol rote of 6 90% wit
,pply for the ftrst 12 months After the initiol 12-month
xed penod the rote will be odjusted to reflect the monthly
overoge of the U S T.biiI odjusted to o constant maturity of

one year plus any applicable margin The most recent
monthly averoge of US "bill is 4 81% Property 'motor-Ke
is required The loon is avoiloble on owner occupied
dwellings Only This offer is subject to chonge or onriftre
without nonce Appraisal and other fees may apply

Or stop in and visit us at: 405 South 12th Street, Murroy, Ky. 42071

Are ou a st•f • h• ft
Swt kfrry Smith or Bob Manning—ask them about o Kentucky Housing Corporation Loon,
designed Just for you with o fixed rote of 6 5°. for 30 years (rote effective Feb 27. 2001)
With competitive rates on all our services The Murray Bank how booking should be'
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Contact Kathy or Tammy
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CLASS F ED

S

010

Legal Notice

150

Articles For Sale

020

Notice

155

Appliances

025

Personals

160

Home Furnishings

030

Financial

165

Antiques

040
050

Roommate Wanted
Lost And Found
Help Wanted
Position Wanted

090

Domestic & Childcare
Business Opportunity

110
120
130
140

Lawn & Garden

190

Farm Equipment
Heavy Equipment

195

060
070
100

180

200

Sports Equipment

210

Firewood
Musical

220
260

Electronics

270

Computers
Appliance Parts

280
285

Want To Buy

prig -gm

$6.75 Column Inch,60'i Discount 2nd Run,
407c Discount 3rd Run.
All 3 Ads Most Run Within 6 Day Pert,.1
$2.50 per column inch extra for Tuesday (Shopping Guide)

uktaiakiLd

1.1NE ADS

$7.00 First Day - 20 words or less
Over 20 words $.50 each
Additional Consecutive Days: $.10 per word per day.
$2.5) extra for Shopper ITues Classifieds go into Shopping Guide $2.50 extra for blind box ads
ADJUSTMENTS

Mobile Home Lots For Sale
Mobile Homes For Sale
Mobile Homes For Rent
Mobile Home Lots For Rent

010

CLASSIFIED AD RATES

I

Advertisers are requested to check the first insertion of
their ads for any error. Murray Ledger & Times will be
responsible for only one incorrect insertion. Any error
should be reported immediately so corrections can be
made.
AD DEADLINES

010
Legals

Fri. 11
Fri. 11
Mon. 1
Tues. 1
Wed. 1
Wed. 1

Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday
Friday
Saturday

445

Lots For Rent

320

Apartments For Rent

450

Farms For Sale

330

Rooms For Rent

455

Acreage

340

Houses For Rent

460

Homes For Sale

360

Storage Rentals

470

Motorcycles & ATV's

370

Commercial Property

480

380

Pets & Supplies

485

Auto Parts
Sport Utility Vehicles

390

Livestock & Supplies

490

Used Cars

400

Yard Sales

495

Vans

410

Public Sale

500

Used Trucks

425

Land For Rent or Lease

510

Campers

430

Real Estate

520

Boats & Motors

435

Lake Property

530

Services Offered

Lots For Sale

560

Free Column

440

060
Nato Wanted

COMMISSIONER'S SALE
COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY
CALLOWAY CIRCUIT COURT
CASE NO.00-CI-00263

COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY
CALLOWAY CIRCUIT COURT
CASE NO.00-CI-00210

VS.,

Business Rentals

LagaIs

COMMISSIONER'S SALE

PLAINTIFF

THIS space is reserved
the day might come,
Your pet has strayed
can't find its way home.

UNION PLANTERS PMAC,INC.,
AS SERVICER FOR UNION PLANTERS BANK, N.A.,
fki/b/a Peoples First
PLAINTIFF
National Bank & Trust Company,

NOTICE OF SALE
NOTICE OF SALE

VS.,
GLEN WIREMAN,Single,

DEFENDANTS

By virtue of a Judgment of Sale entered by the Calloway Circuit
Court on February 13, 2001, in the above cause, I shall proceed to
offer for sale at the Courthouse door in the City of Murray, Calloway
County, Kentucky, to the highest bidder, at public auction on Monday.
March 26, 2001, at the hour of 10:00 a.m., c.s.t., or thereabout, the following described property located in Calloway County, Kentucky, and
more particularly described as follows to wit:
Legal description of a tract of land situated in the County of
Calloway. State of Kentucky, being a part of the Northeast
Quarter of Section 12, Township 1, Range 5 East, also being
Tract I of a Minor Subdivision Plat of the Bertha Miller property of record in Plat Book 22, page 26, Slide 2039, and being further described as follows:
Beginning at a 1/2" diameter rebar set in the east line of
Kentucky Highway 280, located approximately 1.0 miles north
of Kentucky Highway 121, corner to the Odell Jarrett property,
and being the northwest corner of Tract I described herein, said
1/2" diameter rebar being witnessed by a 1/2" diameter rebar
found, which bears south 80 deg. 03'26" east 16.07' distant;
Thence, with Jarrett's south line 80 deg. 03' 26" east 356.62' to
a 1/2" diameter rebar found,torner to the Richard Jajosky property (Deed Book 149, Slide 995);
Thence, with an existing fence south 08 deg. 51'54" west 419.05'
to a 1/2" diameter rebar set;
Thence, severing the lands of Bertha Miller, north 76 deg. 40'
27" west 299.89' to a 1/2" diameter rebar set in the east line of
Kentucky Highway 280;

ERIC LIVINGSTON,
JOANNE LIVINGSTON, and.
CALLOWAY COUNTY, KENTUCKY,

DEFENDANTS

By virtue of a Judgment of Sale entered by the Calloway Circuit
Court on February 13, 2001, in the above cause, I shall proceed to
offer for sale at the Courthouse door in the City of Murray, Calloway
County, Kentucky, to the highest bidder, at public auction on Monday.
March 26, 2001, at the hour of 10:00 a.m., c.s.t., or thereabout, the following described property located in Calloway County, Kentucky, and
more particularly described as follows to wit:
Lying and being in Calloway County, Kentucky. and more particularly described as follows, to-wit:
Lots No. 232 and 233, Unit 5 of Croppie Hollow Shores, as
shown by plat ofsame which is recorded in Plat Book 4, Page 35
of the Calloway CounfSt Cod-ft- Clerk's Office.
The above-described property is hereby transferred and conveyed subject to the protective covenants recorded in Plat Book
4, Page 35, same as being herein written in full, and running
with the title to this property.
Being the same property conveyed Joanne Singleton, Mc/a
Joanne Livingston, by virtue of a deed from James D. Bass,
dated November 17, 1995, and recorded in Book 220, Page 464,
in the Calloway County Court Clerk's Office and by Quitclaim
deed from Gene Prince, at al., dated December 23, 1997, and
recorded in Book 273, Page 565, in the office of the Calloway
County Court Clerk.

North 04 deg. 15'01" west 162.79' to the point of beginning.
This tract contains 3.0000 acres.

Dated this 20th day of February 2001.

North 06 deg. 34'08" east 119.52' to a 1/2" diameter rebar set;
North 01 deg. 36'43" east 125.47' to a 1/2" diameter rebar set;

Max W Parker
Master Commissioner
Calloway Circuit Court

Deed Reference: Plat Book 22, page 26, Slide 2039.
Glen Wireman, single, obtained title to the above property by
deed dated February 13, 1997, from Bertha J. Miller, a single
person. to Glen Wireman. a single person, and recorded in Book
249, Page 143.
The aforementioned property shall be sold on credit for 30 days with
the purchaser to have the privilege of paying cash, but if sold on a
credit of 30 days, the purchaser shall be required to a deposit of ten
percent(10%)on the date of sale, and to execute bond with good surety for the remainder of the purchase price, said remainder bearing
interest at 12% per annum from the date of sale until paid, and fully
due and payable in thirty (30) days. A lien shall be retained on the
property as additional security. All delinquent taxes shall be ascertained and paid, but the property shall be sold subject to the 2001 ad
valorem taxes.
Dated this 20th day of February 2001.
Nlax W Parker
Master Commissioner
Calloway Circuit Court
020

NOTICE
All stored items in storage units 40 & 198 at
Key Mini Warehouses, 1850 State Route 121
South. Murray. KY 42071, have been aban
doned and if all charges for storage units 40 &
198 are not paid in full on or before March 10.
2001. Key Mini-Warehouses will have legal
possession of all items stored in units 40 & 198
A sale date for said items stored in storage unit
40 & 198 will be posted at a later time

NNW
WEDDING
PHOTOGRAPH)
R3 LYNN
15 years service
270-753-1001
i.e our
1'0 're adding

Scrapbooking Patch
lip-) hit
The Wild Raspberry

Let 1/4 Do The Vogi For You!
Hit the beech while your unwanted stuff
sells itself In the classifieds
Cal/ 753-1916 for details!
MURRAY'

BIBLE
MESSAGE
759.5177

Notice

GOLF AT
I1IHE TENNESSF.AN
The Tennessean Golf Club was recently
selected by Golf Digest as the 7th best new
affordable public course in America Play
this Championship Course for only $30
(includes cart), every day of the week with
the purchase of a annual patron card for
only $50. plus tax A $19 weekend savings.
Tee time or information call
731-642-7271 or toll free
866-710-GOLF (4653)

The City of Murray will
close the 2000 Tax
Books on March 23,
2001, to prepare a list of
delinquent tax bills for
publication on April 6,
13, and 20, 2001. If you
have questions, please
call 762-0350.

CONSIGNING
MOTHERS
March 7-10
Wed.-Fri. 11-7
Sat. 9-2
Half Price Sale
Everything for children
New this season!
Women's Clothes

Enoch Bldg.
Henry Co.
Fairgrounds
For Info Call
901-642-9937
050
Lost and Found
LOST 2yr old, male, chocolate Lab in Dexter/ Almo
area, red collar and tags
$100 Reward
(270)753-0492

LOST DOG
Sarah Duncan
City Clerk

Just give us a call, we'll
be glad to help,
Your loved one we'll
try to find.
'Cause we all have Furry
or Feathered Friends,
Here at the
Ledger & Times.

Call 753-1916

The aforementioned property shall be sold on credit for 30 days with
the purchaser to have the privilege of paying cash, but if sold on a
credit of 30 days, the purchaser shall be required to a deposit of ten
percent(10%)on the date of sale, and to execute bond with good surety for the remainder of the purchase price, said remainder bearing
interest at 12% per annum from the date of sale until paid, and fully
due and payable in thirty (30) days. A lien shall be retained on the
property as additional security. All delinquent taxes shall be ascertained and paid, but the property shall be sold subject to the 2001 ad
valorem taxes.

Thence, 40'from and parallel to the centerline of said Kentucky
Highway 280, the following bearings and distances;

VISA

300

010

Legals

UNION PLANTERS BANK, N.A.,
f/d/b/a Peoples First
National Bank & Trust Company,

a.m.
a.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.

Just Say "Charge ft"

Lost on 9th St.
Gentle, but shy.
Call 759-9215

if seen.

NATURES Bounty
Now hiring part-time waitress & kitchen workers
Must be able to work between 11AM-4PM Monday-Friday Apply in person Dixieland Shopping
Center Chestnut St
NEEDED part-time tender
drivers & spray coupe operator. Apply at Royster
Clark. 204 W Railroad
Ave., Murray.
NEEDED: Single or team
for
drive
to
driver
owner/operator. 1yr. OTR
experience. Call Mohler
Enterprises, Inc.
270-994-1085

372 STUDENT DRIVERS
NEEDED!
Driver The BIG Trucks!!
Earn The BIG Bucks!!
38K - 42K Potential
NO Experience
Necessary!
14 Day CDL Training
NO Cost Training
If Qualitied
CALL 1-800-394-2405

Driver
RUN MIDWEST
In Our Flatbed Division
NJ Home Weekends
NI

Great Pay Package

'1 $1,000 Sign On Bonus

J 100% Company Paid

Health Ins. Premiums
For Driver & Family
N' Excellent Equipment
For Details Call
1-800-354-8945
Sharkey Transportation
DRIVER TRAINEES
NEEDED NOW!
Werner needs entry level
truck drivers No experience necessary. Earn
$600 -$800 per week plus
benefits and get home
weekly during the week in
many areas No CDL'? 15
day CDL training program
available Call today
1-800-242-7364

A national leader in healthcare is now accepting applications for an Accounts
Receivable Representative. Office and computer
skills a plus, but will train if
necessary. Starling salary
$8.00/hr. with competitive
benefits.
Send resume to:
PO. Box 1040-F
Murray, Ky. 42071
ABSOLUTELY Free Info!
Earn online income!
$2000- $5000/month.
www.earn-it-online.corn.
EXCELLENT
ABSOLUTELY FREE
OPPORTUNITY
INFO!
-Freight Brokers needed.
Own a computer?
Experienced & Trainees_
Put it to work!
Must be willing to learn
$350-$1000/week
trucking industry and acwww extremewealth net
quire a customer base
WAITRESS/
while earning and learning.
COUNTER PERSON
Every Load Moves.
At Pam's Deli & Cakes
640 S. 4th St Murray
Apply at 410 Main Street
Next to Bunny Bread

Route Sales Manager
A History of Growth and Success!
A tremendous demand for our
products and services has created a need to add to our route systems staff.
As a leader in frozen
food sales, Schwan's
manufactures and sells
over 250 frozen food
products through a
home delivery system.
Schwan's is seeking
highly motivated
individuals who thrive
on challenges and are
committed to hard
work to join us in our
47th year
of Success!!

If you thrive on challenge, are high
energy, committed to hard work, and
want to be paid upon your performance, Let's talk!'
In addition to a challenging
career, we offer a complete benefit package including:
Quality Products

No Investment

Profit Sharing

Paid Vacation

Group Health, Life & Disability
Make this the turning point of your life!
Murray/Paris Area
Applications Being Taken At
307 Bee Creek Dr., Murray
Mon.-Fri. 9 a.m.-11:30 a.m. and after 2 p.m.
Must be at least 21 years of age or older
Equal Opportunity Employer

Guardsmark, Inc., one of the nation's leading security firms, has
immediate openings for SECURITY OFFICERS in an
industrial setting in Murray
Starting pay $7 25 with an increase in 3 months to $7.60 and in
6 months to $8.00
SUPERVISORY POSITIONS ALSO AVAILABLE
Benefits Include:
•Comp. Major medical with a prescription card. (This is provided
at NO CHARGE to the employee. Employee plus one and
family plans also available)
*Free Life Insurance
•401K Retirement plan with company matching
*Paid vacations
•Tuition assistance
•No charge for uniforms
•Other incentives and awards
Applicants must be at least 21 years of age. A criminal recordc
check and a pre-employment drug screen are required
Applications will be taken from 1:00 p.m. to 600 p.m. on
Wednesday, March 7, and on Thursday, March 8, from 8:30 a.m
to 6:00 p.m at the Amerihost Inn business conference center,
1210 North 12th Street in Murray.

$2

If you are unable to apply at these times, call 759-5910 and ask
for Mr. Taylor to arrange an appointment.
Minorities and females are encouraged to apply

EOE

c•J`

MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES
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HARDEE'S
Accepting applications for
full-time & part-time Day
shift Sam-5pm. Cooks,
cashiers, biscuit-maker,
and maintenance Also Accepting Shift Management
up to $9 50 per hour
Please apply @ 641 &
Chestnut St. Murray. EOE
HELP wanted
Kitchen and Waitresses
needed
Cypress
for
Springs Resort Call for Interview 270-436-5496
MANAGEMENT/
stylist
needed for Murray salon.
Must be dependable &
professional. Great pay
call for interview. 901-6410511.
TAKING applications for
all positions. Daytime &
night-time. No phone calls
please Apply in person at:
Sonic-Dnve-in
217 S. 12th St. Murray.

MASTER
Control Operator
(Overnight position) Experience and/or education
preferred. High school
graduate or equivalent required Television background or electronic equipment a plus. Must have
computer literacy, strong
organizational and interpersonal skills and ability
to work in a fast-paced,
multi-tasked environment.
Responsible for switching
on-air program elementsprograms, commercials,
promotion announcements
station ID's, and public
service announcements;
editing and dubbing programs, and recording programs and other material
for air off satellite. Apply in
person at: UPN9-24, 8004
Fine Arts Building, Murray,
KY 42071. Murray State
University is an Affirmative
FULL Time Heavy Equip- Action Equal Opportunity
ment Service Technician Employer.
needed. Experience pre- PT/FT Resort housekeepferred but not required. ing. If you take pride in
Must have your own tools. your ability to provide qualCompetitive wages and ity cleaning, and are willing
excellent benefits pack- to do a vanety of functions,
age. Please send respons- we need your help. Call
es to. P.O. Box 1040-E, Susan
Murray, KY 42071.
(270)436-2345

Asomi

ALLERGY & Asthma Clinic NOW taking applications
has opening for 2-3 days for afternoon & weekend
per week in the business work Part-time
Disoffice Computer experi- count Tobacco City in Murence required Send re- ray & Hazel Apply in persume to 2957 U S Hwy son kti Cash & Carry 621
641 North Murray, KY S 4th St
42071
NURSE needed for busy
COMPUTER People
physician office
Must
$25-$75/hour
have excellent organizaMail Order/Internet
tional skills be a self-startTraining/Bonuses
er, and a real people" per(888)473-3158 or
son Send resume to
www UnlimitedWealth4u corti
RN
PO Box 1040-J,
Murray, Ky 42071
LAWN CARE
OPTOMETRIC Assistant
PROFESSIONALS
Monday -Friday
Mowing, Trimming,
1pm to close
Landscaping, etc.
Computer knowledge and
typing a must Insurance
experience desired
Send resume to
Optometric Assistant
PO Box 1040-1
Murray, Ky 42071

,1
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WANTED

SIGNING BONUS

Sales Position
Open
Carroll Nissan

FREE COLLEGE
TUITION
Intally Part-time work,
DosSible Full-time. Up to
$19 an hour, Limited
Openings

App/t /n Pcnon
SOO Chestnut
!X I urra). K Y
or send or fax

Call

restMle

1 -800-GO GUARD

Fax 270-759-1013

KY National Guard

FORTUNE 500 COMPANY NEEDS
4 CUSTOMER SERVICE REPRESENTATIVES

J.J.B. Illlliard. W.L. Lyons. Inc. seeks a part-Lime
Client Service Associate to provide client, marketing
and office support for our Murray branch. Ideal
candidate should possess effective customer service.
communication. clerical, and computer skills.
Confidentiality, discretion, and follow-up abilities are
required. Please send your resume and salary
requirements in confidence to:

Earn x35K - S40K or more saaa icuir Established
accinints and opening lieu Accounts. You %sill
reccisc itt class Spenm: paid training w ith gealanteed income to start. CA miplete hotel it packare.
Call 759-5910
10 00 a,in. - 5:30 p.m. toda & trawl-nit%
-ask For Mr. Johnson
EOE/ME

J.J.B. H1LLIARD,W.L LYONS,INC.
NMI New You.Maw...A own CHiCAco
SloCit ExcwwcisowCi UPC

Attn:Tom Ewing
414 Main Street
Murray, Kentucky 42071
Fax: 210-753-3369

OR Tech, part-time position Perform scrubs duties Rotary call Contact
Marshall County Hospital
PO Box 630 Benton, Ky.
42025 or 2707534875

BROWN stackable metal
chairs $10rea Available
Fri March 9
Sandra D's
94 East

Domestic & Childcare
GENERAL HOUSE
CLEANING
Call Linda 759-9553
NEED grandmotherly type
to keep 6 month old in my
home Monday-Fnday
753-6605 after 5 pm
OFFICE cleaning
Dependable References
489-2777
WILL sit with
sick or elderly
767-0462
100

ABSOLUTE best!
Do you earn $2,000 a
week? Work 4-6 hrs/wk
restocking hot local toy
rte
No selling
Call 800-350-7893,
24 hrs/7 days

Tobacco Workers Needed
75% time guarantee, all tools provided,
free housing to those beyond local
recruiting area. Transportation & subsistence pay when 1/2 of contract is met.
$7.00 per hr. for cutting and housing and
$6.60 per hr. for setting and stripping.
Contact your local State Employment
Office.

Drug free Employer PillzFrENV

IMMEDIATE
OPENINGS
Become a motor route
carrier for the
Murray Ledger & Times
Interested persons should apply
in person to Randy Baker
between 9:30-10 a.m.
1001 Whitnell Avenue

c=a3322:3xmn

Computer Services

COMPUTER PLACE.
New Hardware Software
Upgrades & Free
Estimates Mid West
Internet On 121S
436-5933.
9a m -7p m
Mon-Sat
Visa/ Mastercard
MOM COMPUTERS
A+ Certified Technician
On site service
759.3556

Applications may be completed at
Kentucky Department for Employment Services
1 210 Johnson Blvd., Murray KY

farmer swiretlAia

Managers & Customer
Service Reps
• Do you hove excellent customer
senirce
• Cosh handling experience?
Top retoii finoncioi services firm in the
PADUCAH area is seeking Monogers
and Customer Service Representatives
with exceptional pe,op e shils and prior
cosh handling experience to join our team
We offer exce en t benefits ond plenty of
room for advancement -terested?
Fax your resume to:
(815)985-0304
EOE

Y0uTHPtI VILLAGES
Youth Villages is a private, non-profit organization dedi
cated to helping children and families live successfully
Founded in the 1980's, Youth Villages has grown from car
mg for 24 children annually to serving more than 1.8(8)
each year. Under the 20 years of stable and consistent lead
crship. Youth Villages has developed innovative program,
designed to build on the strengths of each child and family
As a member of our 750+ member team, you can receisc
1(8Th Tuition Reimbursement, major medical insurmi
403B options and company retirement. paid holid,e
vacation days.
Family Counselor-Job Code MET 2000
•Provides counseling and ease management to children and
their families in the home and in the community
•Interscntions focus on the family, hut also the school
peers. community, and other systems that effect the child
and family.
*Master's degree in a menial health field is strongly pre
(erred
•Bachelor's with experience V.ilI he considered
Clinical Manager-Foster Care Job Code MIT 4000
Master's degree and 5 years supervisory experience
Send your resume along with job code and cover sheet to
For Family Counselor in Paris:
1209 US 111WY 641 South
Suite B
Paris. TN 38242
Ph. 901-642-10(X)
Fax 901-642-2002
Clinical Manager position in Paris:
Attn Beth Wilson
24 Weatherford Sq.
Jackson, TN 38305
Ph. 901-661-9181
Fax 901-661-9132
For

Please visit us on the World Wide Web at
wwwyouthvillages.org, Employees ioust he at least 2i
year% of age and have an acceptable motor vehicle record
FOE

d

Driving
Forward

with New Ideas
Continental Tire North America,Inc.,,whoily
owned subsidiary of Continental AG of Germany, is driving into the
future as an industry leader in innovative, state-of-the-art automotive
systems We invite quality-focused, career-oriented professionals to
advance with it in the kill wine pnsrtion at nur Mayfirid KY plant

INDUSTRIAL ENGINEER
II rei,
• Plan utilization to improve eftic iency
• Determine functions & responsil dams of workersiwork units to identity
areas of duplication
• Establish work measurement programs 8 analyze work samples to
rievelop standards
• Analyze work force utdrzation A production costs & schedules
• Recommend methods for improving worker efficiency and reducing
waste
• Work with managemenvengrosering staff to implement plans/
recommendations
• Possibly deveiop management systems for cost 8 manpower analysis,
flnanciai planning, etc
qualify for this position, you II need
• A bachelors degree lInclustrial Engineering maior preferred(
• I 3 years experience in a nianulacturing environment
• Training in Maynard Opetatri r Sequence Technique MU S 11
We offer a highly competrtqe salary/benefits package and the
opportunity to succeed in a team-orrented environment For
consideration, please appbo at
Kentucky Department of Employment Services
Paducah Murray or Mayfield branches
Please do not 4ply a,
Arner,
(a Applications will
"'Y be accepted by the Dept rut krsployment Svc

(intinenfdl 4
wwwwwirmcmi
mem $4.e.h.,....aftwi
Equal Opportunity Employer MEM V

160
Home Furnishings
BROYHILL
hideabed,
Springwall twin beds with
headboard and rails, kitchen table and four chairs,
three end tables, small
rolltop desk, bookcase,
two lamps.
753-8657.
MUST sell: 7pc., bedroom
set, console T.V. dining
room table with 5 chairs,
and 2 diamond back bikes.
Please call 759-2468
OAK Sauder TV-VCR corner cabinet, like new asking $125_00 Coffee table &
2 end tables, like new asking $300.00 OBO. 7534340.

Ward Elkins
Court Square • Murray
140

Mon., March 12th- Thurs., March 23rd
NO PHONE CALLS

mm91111111111111116.
WWW.YOUTHVILLAGES.ORG

APPLIANCE PARTS

NOW HIRING
Al! Positions - All Shifts

TAPPEN washer and gas
dryer $250 set Queen
size water mattress and
spring $250 Call 4354263

-Factory Authorized PC Repair
-Complex Networking/fiber/routers
-Business Systems/Poiht of Sale Systems,
Medical, Retail, Farm
-Telephone Systems from Mitel
-Web Site Development
-New PC's/Online Store/Accessories
-IBM, HP, Cisco, 3Com Sales and Service
Partner, Macs tzar)!
-McAfee Anti-Virus Service Partner
-Storage Networks/optical drives
1-270-489-2686
httpdhoww.netcomindustries.com
Greg Dowdy

Appliance Parts

-kkotelcu,3
EXPRESS

• Minimal Hours • Monthly Pay
• Bonuses

759-0901
•GE washer & dryer
$125.00
•Maytag washer $100.00
•E range-gold, avocado,
coppertone $40 00 ea
•White chest $40.00
*Baby bed w/mattress
$40.00
•Table-2 chairs $35.00
•1950's chrome dinette
set. Take bids. Call 4362326.

Computers

Equal Opportunt,Affirmatowe ActIon.

Be Your
Own Boss!

Dish Network, 2 Receivers
$49.99 Installed Call or
come by
Beasley Antenna
& Satellite
500 N 4th sr--

120

KELLERS

April 1, 2001 to Jan. 20, 2002

HILLJARD LYONS

Articles
For ask

[
11111 Appliances

t.

Client Sen ice
lssociate

150
Help Wanted

753-3362

$8,000

PAGE 3B

WEDNESDAY, MARCH 7, 2001

Went to Buy

WANT TO
BUY OR LEASE
TOBACCO
BASE
Call 270-435-4131
Or

WD 45 with cult 13' M&W
Do-All
•16' bumper hitch stock
trailer
•JD 660 hay rake
Call 489-2740
Firewood
FIREWOOD $30-540 rick
759-4959
FIREWOOD for sale 7534109

270-994-1875 or
901-217-3993
• We pay cash
Old toys, antiques,
collectibles, fishing tackle.
advertising 270-759-3456
ANTIQUES
Old toys, advertising
items, antique furniture
and primitives
We buy 1 or all!
Call 753-3633 ask
for Larry
FROST free refrigerator,
stove, gas heater, electric
heaters, good used carpeting. storm windows 7534109.
WANTED
Riding mowers go carts &
4 wheelers that need
work
436-2867
WANTED Small & large
tracks of timber Also pine
timber. Call 901-644-3533
or 901-593-0221
150

12X56 2br trailer You
move or rent lot $1200
OBO Call 436-2749
93 Clayton $8.000 OBO
492-8723
HM & Sons Mobile Home
Mover 18yrs experience
Licensed & insured in Kentucky, Tennessee & Illinois 437-3939
MOBILE home moved
Licensed and Insured
(270)437-4608
Mobile Homes For Rent
2BR 8 miles north
$250 +deposit 753-8582
HAZEL 2br, appliances
References, lease, & deposit 492-8526
LARGE 2br $265/mo
753-6012
NICE 2br, Mobile home
No pets 753-9866

Articles
For Sale
3- STEEL BUILDINGS
24x30 was $7.900. sell
$3,400
40x48 was $10,900. sell
$5.200
50x120 was $21,900, sell
$11,900
Never Put Up!
Can Deliver'
(800) 392-7803
CDS, cassettes. records
Big Bands, Western
Swing 759-1887
ROOFING SALE
$1200 per square Odd
lots and discontinued colors. Limits quantities
Myers Lumber,
500 S 41h Street. Murray
(270)753-6450
SHOWCASE for sale. Various sizes 753-0530
TWO year old GE washer
R dryer Spinning wheel,
antique couch
Call 270-328-8321

1/2 acre $100/mo
6012

753-

LOT for rent 492-8488
LOT For Rent 753-9866
Business Rentals

Office Space
Various size units
Walnut Plaza
104 N. 5th

753-9621

1BR Apt stove. refrigerator. DAN, W/D, Clean, no
pets 270-753-9841 or
270-436-5496
1BR, some utilities paid
No pets! $220 a month
767-9037

1 OR 2br apts near down
town Murray starting at
$200/mo 753-4109
1&2 bedroom Apts
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts
902 Northwood Dr
Monday,
Wednesday, Friday
Phone 759-4984
Equal Housing
Opportunity
1-2, 3br apts furnished,
near MSU. 753-1252 or
753-0606.
1BR apt available, all appliances furnished MurCal Realty. 753-4444
1BR like new, appliances
Coleman RE 759-4118
2BR duplex Central/H/A
appliances
Coleman RE 759-4418
2BR Near MSU $300 water furnished Coleman
RE 759-4118
2BR, 2 bath duplex. garage Central, no pets
Coleman RE 759-4418
2BR, Near MSU New carpet, paint & wallpaper
C/H/A $325 Also 2br,
$300 Coleman RE
759-4118
2BR, new townhouse, central, garage, 3 story.
Coleman RE 759-4418.
2br., 1.5 bath duplex on
Hiilwood Dr. $425/mo.
759-4406
3 or 4br, Diuguid Drive,
Coleman RE 759-4418,
3BR, 2 bath Downstairs
$400 /mo 489-2296
4br, Townhouse
Coleman RE 759-4118
ACROSS street from MSU
1B/R apt. for lease plus
deposit. No pets! Has
W/D, stove, refrigerator.
For appointment call Larry
Rogers 767-9230 or 7533734
APARTMENTS. for rent.
Close to campus. 7535980 or 753-1203 after
5pm.
EXTRA nice 1br,, 1 bath,
central gas H&A, appliances furnished. W&D 1yr
lease. 1 month deposit. No
pets. 753-2905.
EXTRA nice 2br., 1.5 bath
townhouse appliances furnished, W/D central gas
heat/ air 1yr. lease, 1
month deposit No pets
753-2905
EXTRA nice 3br, 2 bath
C/H/A all appliances, W/D
753-7813 days
753-7903 evenings
FOR rent or for sale
2br 1 bath duplex Appliances included 1304 Peggy Ann Dr. Call 753-6780.
FORREST View Apartments 1213 N. 16th St .
now accepting applications
for 2br townhouses, basic
rent $315/ month Office
Hours, 10- 2, M-F Call
753-1970. Equal Housing
Opportunity.
HAZEL Apartments
Now taking applications for
1 & 2br units Rent based
on income Mobility impairment accessible Phone
492-8721 Mon & Thurs
9-ham TDD No
Equal
1-800-648-6056
Housing Opportunity.
NICE 2br duplex w/ carport, appliances No pets,
lease
710 Sycamore
$450/M0 753-7457
RED OAKS APTS.
Special
$100 Deposit
1BR From $280
2BR From $325
Call Today!
753-8668.
Southside Manor Apts
1 2 8 3br apts
Section 8 housing
753-8221
EHO
VERY roomy 2br, 2 bath
duplex w/garage Appliances
furnished
w/
washer/dryer 1yr lease. 1
month deposit No pets
751 2905

2 & 4br Houses
Lease & deposit required
753-4109
3BR, 1 bath, refrigerator
and stove included Wash
eni dryer hookup Call 489
2456 for directions and tr
see Also 1 trailer lot for
rent
3BR , 2 bath central ga,.
heat/air
1yr
lease
$475/mo. 753-9636
3BR . 2 bath Also Mother
in-law quarters
2000 Gatesborough
Call Mur-Cal Realty
753-4444
CLEAN 2 br, 1 bath, cen
tral HiA, quiet neighbor
hood $500 mo plus secur
ity deposit Call Marg 7595534 W 753-1586 8-2
WOULD you like to live 1,
a nice 3 bedroom. brick
home with Berber carpet
refrigerator w/ice maker
screeneii
dishwasher
16x20 patio, fenced bac•
yard w/storage building in
a nice, quiet neighbor
hood? You can For iticr
$700/month you can live a,
503 Lynnwood Court Cal.
759-1693 for your opportii
nity

HOUSE and 20 acres on
Airport Road 5 year old.
1792 Sq Ft 3br, 2 bath,
$155,000 753-0530 or
at
489-2887
Photos
yew* &Nieuwe comilty2/nocohouse
HOUSE and 20 acres on
119 Main • 753-6266
Airport Road 5 year old,
CREEKVIEW STORAGE- 1792 Sq Ft., 3br, 2 bath,
$20-$40 On Center Drive $155,000 753-0530 or
at
489-2887
Photos
Behind Tom's Grille
www
convicy2ir000stlouse
759-4081
HOUSE on 9 acres, 3
NORTHWOOD
storage miles North on 641 on Bepresently has units availa- thel Road 2br, 2 full bath
ble 753-2905 or 753- with log cabin and several
7536.
out buildings, C/H/A, large
screen in deck, all fenced
Neon,Beach in $91,000
Call 753-8350
Mini-Storage
NEW Construction just unAll Size Units
der way, 605 Tanglewood,
Available
Woodgate sudv. 2000 sq ft
living, 2 car garage, 3 bdr,
2 bath, Master suite whirlpool tub & sep shower, brie
nook, formal Dr, covered
ommercial Prop.
porches all brick. 559For Sale
2175 after 5 call 7531500.
310 S 4th St
NICE 2br brick house near
Office Building
MSU Large kitchen, deck,
753-4703
C/H/A, fenced in yard
753-8764
a Surpass
3BR, 2 bath in Lynn
Grove. 1 yr. old Mid 80's
ADORABLE full blooded Call 435-4140. 435+4336
German Shepherd pup- after 4pm.
pies. Not register $50
5 acre parcel of land and
Call 753-3114
3br. house. within restrictAKC Golden Retriever ed subdivision on Robertpuppies. 5 weeks old. Has son Rd. South. Call 753first shots Call 753-6038
9250.
DUPLEX FOR SALE
DOG Obedience
$88,900
Master Trainer.
Minutes from MSU 2br,
436-2858
1 1/2 bath each side apFISH tank 55 gallons with
hood, lights, gravel and all pliances included Garage
accessories to set up For details call 270-753$150 evenings call 435- 2794 or 502-868-9669
4484
EXCEPTIONAL 3br, 2
TOY Poodles for sale
bath, red brick, double lot,
270-489-2761
town edge Consider leasPOMERANIAN puppies ing with option to buy/ lim$200 270-522-9138
ited owner financing. Call
753-4109.
EXCEPTIONAL new home
for sale by owner 2 story,
full covered front porch,
HAY- Bermuda grass
covered back deck. 4 spa559-1761 or 753-5719
cious bedrooms, 3 baths,
HORSE breaking, training,
large family room with gas
and nding lessons Referfireplace. Oak cabinets. 2
ences available
car garage. Family neigh(901)-642-1129
borhood. 2117 Southwest
(901)-644-2261
Drive. Call 759-8662
$159,000.
EXTRA nice, 3br 2 bath
home, 700 Nancy Dr
(Woodgate area) Large
lot Family neighborhood
Owner relocating 7591770

EASTSIDE

STORAGE

753-3853

Church
Group
Yard Sale

203 S. 4th St.
(Basement)
Thurs., March 8
8:30 - 2:30
Lots of
everything

1997 Yamaha Kodiak
high/low range Excellent
condition 759-1519
1999 Honda 300 4x4
Good condition $3.500
OBO 435-4318
1999 WR 400 motorcycle
Riden very little $4,000
Call 436-5363

Real Estate
HALEY Professional
Appraising
270-759-4218
For What It's Worth'

Litany Veld*.
1995 Grand Cherokee Lar
edo Red 74,xxx miles
$12 000 OBO 753-3236
Used Cars

(2) 3/4 acre lots 7 miles 1984 Buick Regal 2dr.,
North. Murray 753-1967
sunroof, power seats, new
LOTS for sale Starting at tires Price $995
$11,000 Price includes 489-2189
1988 Monte Carlo SS collector's edition. 84.000.
white, 1-tops, Master exhaust, shift kit $7,500
559-6663 or 753-1500
Acreage
1988 Pontiac Grand AM
6 7 acres, building site, in $100000 435-4353
New Concord, $1.200 per 1991 Cadillac Sedan Deville Great condition inside
acres 753-9302
and out 753-0114
7 acres between Hazel
and Providence $5.000 1992 Nissan Maxima
per acre 492-6222
Black, 'power everything
80 95 acres, over mile Call after 5p m 759-5786
blacktop frontage $725 an 2000 Crown Victoria Exacre. 1 mile to lake, terms cellent condition 13.000
753-9302
miles Champagne color
All the extras Must Sell!
460
$21,000 Call after 5PM
Homes For $de
759-9203
3BR, 1 bath, 1 acre, gar
460
den lot, with trees Call
Homes For Sale
753-3662
water, septic & driveway
Also land home packages
270-437-4838

Global Mortgage Link
YOU SHOW US:
•Average credit (not perfect)
•Steady income history

WE SHOW YOU
•1009f loan, no money
down
•Flexible, forgiving program
•Excellent fixed rate - 30 yr.
Gerry Puckett • Pat Butler • Jacquelyn wip
753-7407 • 111 N. 12th St. Suite- B

INJ EIN HOME
For Sale By Owner
0% Down To Qualified Buyer
3,400 sq

ft of living space • C/H/A • city water

R cable •

1,4

acres • 2-car garage • master

bedroom suite • large great room • fabulous
kitchen with island cooking station • formal
dining • large deck • 5 bedrooms • 3 baths •

oak cabinets Price reduced $159,900.

527-5460 or 354-8966
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THE EVENT OF THE YEAR!

BANK REPOS

11-114 E 411% Pa EV &BA I_ Iri a IG A IM -1"•IC
JACKSON PURCHASE FARM MACHINERY

)

-iirscs1.,

( 4t
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SAT. MARCH 10TH, AT 9:00 A.M.
AT THE FAIRGROUNDS - MAYFIELD KY
1000'S IW ITEMS WN.I. SE IN TINS AUCI7ON
WE NEVER KNOW WHAT WILL BE IN THIS AUCTION
IF YOU NEED IT — IT WILL PROBABLY BE HERE

2 Bedroom, 2 Bath just a short walk to the water
Walkout basement needs a facelift but it opens °nu
a covered patio Just waiting for you and you/
friends. Reduced $11,000. Special financing and
immediate
possession
available. $73,900
MLS3002075

2 Bedroom, 1.5 Bath mobile situated on approxi
mately 3 acres in Lynn Grove. Special financing
available and only $24,900. MLS3002040

CONSIGN TO THE AUCTION THAT BRINGS
THOUSANDS... TO MAYFIELD, KY

2 Br., 1 Ba., mobile in Keniana only $8,900
Community boat launching ramp. Where else can
you find property and motivation wrapped into one
MLS3002121

Only Farm Related hems Will Be Accepted!!
Please No Worn TIres, Battered Fuel Tanks
We Only Accept items That In Our Discrettort Are Saleable
Please Have Patience With Us....
The New 4 Lane Construction is in Progress
Near The Entrance Of The Fairgrounds...
it Will Soon Be Better For Future Years!/

JAMES R.
CASH
'";EAUCTIONEER & REAL ESTATE BROKER
,••C- FANCY
FARM, KY270-623-8466
THE SELLING MACHINE"

R

4C

AUCTION STARTS AT 9:00 A.M.

Used Trucks

Used Cars
1992 Chevrolet wagon
Full power, radio tape,
cruise, 6cyl , 3 1 fl engine
80K miles One owner
Very sharp 2701-3548615
1990 NISSAN Maxima
Good Condition

[cm

Vans

.1984 Toyota Van
•Video camera
474-9722

•1994 Mazda (black) truck
King Cab, 4WD, 5sp., au
to, W,L,B. cruise. Sharp.
$6900
•1985 Yamaha (red) Virago 700cc 21.000 miles
$2,000 00 firm
•2 bicycles 26" Huffy Like
new $50 00 each.
after
753-1818
Call
5.30pm.
'70 Chev. truck. Stepside
Good condition. $4000
492-6222.
89' Chevy 4x4, $3995
753-0602

• Bush Hogging • Square Hay Baling
• Custom Landscaping • Complete Yard Care

2 Bedroom Bungalow on wooded lot with large viess
deck. Community boat ramp, fishing, and watt.,
privileges. Owner offers special financing and
immediately available. $29,900. MIS3002092

100 TRACTORS - ALL SIZES
DOZERS - BACKHOES - TRUCKS
IMPLEMENTS OF EVERT DESCRIPTION!!

BRING YOUR EQUIPMENT ON
Wednesday - Thursday - Or Friday
MARCH 7TH — 8TH — 9TH
STAFF 8 LOADERS WILL BE AVAILABLE
8:00 A.M TO 6:00 P.M. EACH DAY...
UNTIL THE LOT IS FULL...
DON'T MISS THIS HUGE ANNUAL EVENT!

L tit B
CUSTOMS WORKS

270-753-8204
A-1 Tree Service
Stump Removal
492-8737,
437-3044
Free Estimates

AAA CUSTOM BUILT
Decks, Home Additions.
Remodeling, Vinyl Siding.
Garages, Carports, Pole
Barns, Metal Buildings,
Fencing Hardwood Floors
Installed & Finished Quali510
ty Workmanship AffordaCampers
ble Rates. Licensed
753-7860. 753-9308
97 40tt Woodlawn Park w/ AFFORDABLE Hauling,
8x20 screened in porch tree work, cleaning out
set up on lot at missing sheds gutters, etc
hills resort
Phone
436-2867
(270)767-0711
ALL Carpentry Service
From Foundation to
AIRSTREAM Travel /TrailFinish
er 1978 31tt International
18Yrs experience
Everything works great
New Construction.
NC/ heat, refrigerator/
Remodeling. Repairs.
freezer, great tires ExcelConcrete Work
lent condition
$7,000
AGC Certified
489-2057
435-4272

These properties available for your inspection through Kopperud Realty. For more
information or an appointment to see any of
these call 753-1222

Used Cars

FOR SALE:
1998 Cadillac
Sedan Deville
White,
Burgundy leather,
new Michelins,
bought new as
program car in 1999.
62,000 miles.
Priced to sell.
Day 270-489-2613
Night 270-489-2186

ALL Carpentry,
Electrical.
1992 Lowe Pontoon 90hp
Evinrude 759-1519

530
Services Offered

1976 Ford F250 3/4 ton
P/U Looks ok and is very
reliable $1,350.00 0130
753-1940
1985 Dodge Ram 150 4x4.
clean. sharp, A.G. PS, 318
auto $3,500 OBO 4892296.

WE SERVICE
All Major Appliances
and Most Major Brands

Ward-Elkins
On The Square • Murray
(270) 753-1713

CALL Beck Home Improvement for all your
carpentry needs All types
general carpentry & remodeling Quality workmanship at reasonable
rates
References available
901-782-3128
270-853-5419
270-376-2741

(270)436-2113
CONCRETE finish work
15yrs experience
759-4329
DEAD Shrub & Tree
Removal Call
270-435-4645
DECKS, Roofing, Vinyl
Siding. Quality Work. Free
Estimates. Over 25 Years
Experience. Gerald Wai
ters. 753-2592_
DEPENDABLE Lawn
Mowing Service
759-4564

DOGWOOD

Home building, additions,
LANDSCAPING &
rernodeling. Rotten floors,
LAWN CARE
sagging roofs. Home & Complete line of services
Mobile repair, vinyl siding. offered including mowing
References. Call Larry
12 years experience
Nimmo.
Free estimates
753-9372, 753-0353.
Call David 753-9000
ANTENNAS
Including
FENCING
RV's, TV Towers, rotors,
amplifiers, and accesso- Midway Fence All types
Complete services
ries_
Reasonable prices
Dish Network & Direct TV
Free Estimate Insured
Satellite Systems, Sales
Dickie Farley. 759-1519.
Service and Installation
FUTRELL'S Tree Service
Beasley's Antenna
Trimming, removal, stump
8, Satellite,
500 N. 4th St, Murray, KY grinding, firewood. Insured 489-2839
270-759-0901.

Spring fix-up time is almost here! Get
your home into great shape with the
help of these local professionals.

iggeme
Ricky Boggess
DBA Sykes Plumbing
•Well I
ps
'Water & Sewer Lilies
•Water Ileaters
•All Repairs - Big or Small
'New or Remodeling

270-759-0610
KY. Master Plumber NF.9

MAGIC CARPET
PRICES
Serving The Area For 27 Years
AREAS LEADING CARPET BUSINESS

• Carpet• Vinyl • Hardwood • Laminate Flooriri.

David's Cleaning
Metal
Roofing
for houses, barns & sheds. Metal
cut to the inch the same day. Trim
& accessories in stock. Also post
frame building material.
Call Metal Mall,
Mayfield

1-800-909-9064

David's Home Improvement

P/us...all other home improvements

JOE SMITH CARPET

David Gallimore, Owner
Free Estimates
901-247-5422

Do You Need Furniture and Bedding?
A Bigger Selection — A Better Price?
Be Sure To Shop — Before You Buy'

Wiggins Furniture
2 miles North of Murray on 641 4-Lane
(across from Memorial Gardens)
Open Mon.-Fri. 9-5 • Sat. 9-4
Cash, Visa Mastercard. also 12-24-36 month financing
Free Delivery - 270-753-4566

We Specialize in Cleaning ••
*Vinyl Siding & Fencing *Mobile Homes
*Brick •All External Cleaning
'Acid Cleaning Available
"We Use Hot Water 'Parking Lots & Driveways

'T

*Replace rotten or water damaged floors
*Install braces & floor joists under houses for
sagging or weak floors
tReplace or repair water and drain lines.
elnstall moisture barriers

PROFESSIONAL INSTALLATION AVAILABLE
By CERTIFIED STAFF

U.S. Hwy. 641 N.• Murray • 753-6660

Services

hold Borders

Phone (270) 759-4734

Brothers
Tree Service

Lamb

270-436-2269
1-800-821-6907
LICENSED & LNSCRED Free Estimates
24 Hr. Sert.tre

La mb 13r-c,t;ter's

=Moving=
Cross Country Or Local
Licensed & Insured

Tref Ihmming
Cleanup Serif( r

Hedge Trimming Full Line of
Equipment
Pots/ !mail)

HALL'S HEATING &
MECHANICAL, INC.
1244 State Route 121 North

74-keritho Siatidard

e

BUILT TO A HIGHER STANDARD lire

1-877-902-5262 • 1-270-753-2555

We Service AllBrands

Owner & Operator

*Luke Lamb'

Wiggins Furniture Since 1958
Where Quality Doesn't Carty A High Price

270-759-2288
To Advertise Your Business
In Our Home Improvement
Guide Call Kathy or
Tammy at 753-1916 To Get
More Information.

10)
LAKE LAND PAINTING
INTERIOR & EXTERIOR PAINTING
Residential, Commercial & Industrial
.vectaIrzing iv
•(i sToM HostEs
'SPRAY PAINTING
'PRFSSI'RE CLEANING
•M•AffR PR(X)FIN(

IALX I INISIWS
•SPECIA1 COATING
•Ml'l ?ISM'COATIN(,S

270-753-6895
FREE COMPUTERIZED ESTIMATES
FULLY INSURED - OWNER: JIM OSBURN

Interior &

Decorative Painting

Rainbow Rooms

2x2 - $205
2x4 - $410

More than paint, we apply imagination
• Hand Painted Designs • Stencilini7
• Faux Finishes • Free Estimate
Geniece McCreary
1606 Wiswell Rd., Murray, KY 42071

759-1552

MOVING
Lamb Brothers
Cross Country Or Local
Licensed & Insured Call
Luke Lamb Al
1-877-902-5262 or
270-753-2555
MOWING & yard work
For estimate
489-2308
RILEY Remodeling
& Construction
•Additions, -Garages.
*Pole Barns,
*Vinyl Siding & Trim,
-Replacement Windows
*Decks. -Metal Roofs
FREE ESTIMATES
270-489-2907

SUREWAY
TREE SERVICE
Stump Removal
Insured with full line of
equipment
Free estimates
753-5484

JERRY'S Drywall
Hanging, Finishing &
Repair Call 436-5167
(No Job To Small)

TUCKER LAWN CARE
SERVICES
Mowing, trimming, leaf
clipping removal, dethatching, aeration, overseeding
& fertilization, bed mulching. Free Estimates
759-9609

I

BACKHOE & TRUCKING
ROY HILL.
Septic system, gravel,
white rock
436-2113

BRYON'S Lawn Service.
Free Estimates. 753-0600

FREE
PALLETS
U-haul off
Murray Ledger
& Times

753-1916

ToSrmr
PROMOT/A/6' YOUR SYS/A/eSS
FOR SPR/A/C/
f797'fME

• Lawn Care • Home Improvement
• Painting • & Much More

Advertise for March, April
& May for only

That's 90 times your ad will be seen!
Only applies to new accounts.

Call now for details

753-1916
Ask for Kathy or Tammy in the
Classified Department.

HOROSCOPE
slow and easy. Tonight. Treat another to
dinner.
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
**** Aim to clear out work, even
HAPPY BIRTHDAY for Thursday. though you could easily be overwhelmed
March 8.2001.
by what others drop on you. Everyone
Popularity mounts this year. bringing knows just how capable you are A famopportunity with it Often, you might not ily member could be imtated by your
be sure about which direction you want lack of attention or time. Tonight. Make
to go As you juggle different thoughts peace.
and feelings, you need to decide what LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 221
your heart feels and then follow through ** Slow down, please, and avoid deciwith it You might often have difficulty sions. Your ruling planet. Venus. does a
expressing your affection and canng planetary skid dunng the next few
Deal carefully with joint finances and weeks_ You could feel as if you are out of
any money agreements If you are single. sorts. Give yourself time and space to
within a year a major relationship will recenter. Postpone any important personenter your life Be open to what is possi- al changes. Tonight. Vanish while you
ble If you are attached, you need to walk can.
in your sweetie's footsteps more often SCORPIO (Oct: 23-Nov. 21)
Balance the give-and-take VIRGO plays *
* Your need to stay focused
devil's advocate
increases, and so does your caring. A
BY JACQUELINE BIGAR

loved one might be uncomfortable or difThe Stars Show the Kind of Day You'll ficult now Understand where he is comHave
4-Positive, ing from Your understanding goes a long
5-Dynamic.
3-Average. 2-So-so; 1-Difficult
way in helping others dunng the next
few weeks. Tonight: Join your fnends
ARIES (March 21-Apnl 19)
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec. 211
*** Easy does it Though you might **** Take charge and run with a
launch into action when clearing out a changing situation Though others seem
project. others seem to interfere Right ready to pitch in and help, you could hear
now, others' needs do take precedence a different tune by the end of the day.
over yours, so forget frustration or imta- Work with others' foibles Refuse to get
non Work out stress by making vigorous tense when you can't accomplish all that
plans for later on Tonight How 'bout a you want Tonight: Work late, if need be.
game of racquetball'
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan 19
TAURUS t Apnl 20-May 20)
**** Do needed research and ask
*** Your ruler, Venus, takes a tailspin
today In the next month, you could find questions Don't put anything on the
complaints mounting No one is harder back burner that should be handled
on himself than you Ease up and take immediately Your energy sometimes
another look after all this passes Curb overpowers others. Recognize another
spending and nsks for now Tonight
for what he offers. Don't lose your temIgnore a grumpy person in your life
per in frustration Tonight. Relax and
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
watch a favorite TV show
*** Deal with personal matters head- AQUARIUS (Jan 20-Feb. 18)
)r) You might be uncomfortable with a **** Listen carefully to another.
_nild or loved one who impacts your Brainstorm together and make the most
.,ome and personal life Discuss what is of a sudden opportunity. Your sense of
JIling you as soon as possible this mornhumor comes through for you in a diffiing Otherwise, problems start where you cult moment. Friends might make a
least expect them Tonight. Make it an demand you cannot meet because you
easy night
have other obligations Tonight Take a
CANCER (June 2I-July 22)
night off.
**** Initiate conversations early in PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20)
the morning You feel as if a situation **** Defer to others and maintain
might he out of control If you don't han- your sense of direction Others are playdle it, it certainly will be Keep commu- ful, and they mean well Use care with
nication flowing If another's temper money agreements made today Someone
flares, understand how tired this person
could reverse a decision from out of the
might be Tonight Walk home if you
blue. A boss or authority figure becomes
can Run errands on the way
irate. Tonight Let others talk
LEO (July 23-Aug 22)
* ** Use extreme caution with BORN TODAY
finances, even if everything looks and is Actress Lynn Redgrave (1943). Supreme
A-OK Everything could backfire in a Court Justice Oliver Wendell Holmes
few weeks where you least expect it (1841). model/actress Kathy Ireland
Someone aught encourage you to take an (1963)
emotional nsk as well Instead, opt for

•••

APPr AmMlivitilSARV
ERIC 4; TROIA stutilica

4 Weeks & 4 Shoppers
NIA%
IlswVO

A time to take care of your
home Affordable work
done to perfection building remodeling, additions,
porches, decks, roofing,
siding, concrete, fences,
furniture design, and restoration Free Estimates
753-4380

ROOF LEAKING"
Call a professional
Residential, Commercial
or Industrial
270-435-4645

CARPORTS Starting at
$675 installed Roy Hill

SERVICE
DIRECTORY

111111
i
dewdostaffsigamikw.,

LAWN
mower repair
Riding Mowers only
436-2867

VISA

DR. GOTT

DEAR ABBY

LOOKING BACK

F-7

Ten years ago
DEAR ABBY. Six months ago,
P.S. If you are unhappy not
Published is a picture of Rupert
my 31-year-old daughter and her having male friends, you may
have
40-year-old
moved
in
with
self-esteem
issues
boyfriend
that
Wells
Nix, superintendent of works
DEAR DR. GOTT: I'm a 42-year-old
my husband and me. They have need to be explored. Please con- of George Weaks community Cenman who takes medication for high
financial problems. We didn't ask sider counseling to resolve them. ter, adding finishing touches to
blood pressure. I am also overweight
them
for money, but did expect
(230 lbs.). What should I do?
***
the interior of the building such
them to help around the house.
DEAR READER: First of all, continI just had an argument with my
DEAR ABBY: Everyone has as lights and exit signs. The photo
ue the medication your doctor has
daughter over the fact she works heard the saying, "Don't drink and was by Staff Photographer Mariprescribed. Second, lose weight.
only 15 hours a week and does drive." Well, here's a new one: anna Alexander.
Obesity is a common cause of
nothing to maintain the house. My "Don't drink and cook!"
In the First Regional High
hypertension and other diseases,
husband and I are in our late 50s
Late last night the fire alarm in School Basketball Tournament, Calincluding diabetes. There has been
and both work full time.
our condo complex went off. The
Lakers won over
significant media attention about the
We don't expect them to scrub hallway was filled with smoke. The loway County
and
Paducah TilghCarlisle
County
fact that Americans (both children
floors every day, but it certainly firemen arrived and traced the
and adults) have become heavier over
wouldn't hurt them to vacuum, smoke to the unit next door to mine. man won over S. Mary's. High
the last decade. This increase in obeshovel snow and pick up after themAfter banging on the door and team scorers were Dennis for Calsity has resulted in what some authorselves. I know we should have set getting no response, they broke loway and Tyler for Carlisle.
ities term an "epidemic" of diabetes
ground rules when they moved in, down the door. Inside, they found
Births reported include a girl
and weight-related disorders.
but we figured since they were two guys "asleep." They had been to Donald and Leslie Leibbrandt,
Therefore, I urge you — and other
adults they didn't need to be told cooking something on the stove, got
Feb. 18, and a boy to Hope and
overweight readers — to shed pounds.
what to do.
drunk and passed out.
To a large degree, our national obesiAbby, are we wrong expecting
So, if you cook, please don't drink Kelly Rogers, March 1.
ty is the direct result of improper eatTiventy years ago
them to help around the house?
— and if you drink, please don't cook!
ing habits: We eat too much of the
Mrs. Lyndon Baines Johnson,
GETTING MAD IN MICHIGAN
STEAMING IN
wrong things, such as sweets, carboMASSACHUSETTS former first lady of United States,
hydrates and high-fat meals.
DEAR GETTING MAD: Not at
will be in Murray April 14 to
Television ads bombard us with
all. Lay down the law now and
DEAR STEAMING: I'm sure speak on her special project, "Beauencouragement to consume fast
tell your freeloading daughter you're still steaming, but you're
while her late
foods, soda and so forth. Americans'
and her boyfriend exactly what lucky you were not burned up — tification," started
love affair with fattening foods is
you expect from them.
literally. I hope your neighbors husband, was president of the Unitbecoming a reality, not just a legend.
P.S. If your daughter worked learned from that expensive les- ed States. The visit has been planned
Unquestionably, if overweight people
a traditional 35- to 40-hour son. They could have died from coordinated by the Garden Departlost even a very modest amount (8 to
week, they'd solve their finan- smoke inhalation had the fire ment of the Murray Woman's Club,
Copyright 2001, Newspaper Enterpnse Assn,
10 pounds, for instance), their risk of
cial problems much faster — department not responded in
Airman Mark Outland, son of
serious health consequences would be
and the faster they could move time.
Mr.
and Mrs. Billy J. Outland, is
substantially reduced.
DR. GOTT
A drunk in the kitchen is a now stationed at Randolph Air
into their own place.
Obesity is a common cause of
danger to property,life and limb.
***
In an apartment house or condo- Force Base, Texas.
hypertension. I'll bet that if you
Thirty years ago
DEAR ABBY: I am a 34-year-old minium complex, the danger is
PETER
trimmed down, your blood pressure
In the Fourth District High
single male, never married. I compounded because the neighwould plummet. Perhaps you might
GOTT, M.D.
Basketball Tournament
woman
I
want
to
bors
are
also
School
recently
met
a
vulnerable.
be able to give up your medications
marry, but here is my problem: She
North Marshall won over South
altogether. Try this approach under
***
wants a big wedding, and it makes
Marshall in the opening game. In
your physician's supervision and let
Abby shares her favorite recipes in a
me uncomfortable.
me know the results.
two-booklet set. To order, send a busithe semi-finals Murray Tigers won
I have no close male friends, so I ness-size, self-addressed envelope, plus over Calloway Lakers 61 to 59
To give you related information, I
would
have a hard time finding a check or money order for $7.90 per set
am sending you a copy of my Health
best man, much less groomsmen. ($9 per set in Canada) to: Dear Abby and Benton won over South MarReport "Hypertension." Other readSet, P.O. Bo: 447, Mount
shall 63 to 60. High team scorAlso, I don't have a good relation- Cookbooklet81064-0447.
ers who would like a copy should send
(Postage is
Morris, IL
include Steve Hale for Mur
ers
with
my
family,
so
I
don't
think
ship
included in the price.)
$2 plus a long, self-addressed,
Announce
many
guests
on
my
side
would
stamped envelope to P.O. Box 2017,
attend. Because of this, I think a big
CONTRACT BRIDGE
Murray Hill Station, New York, NY
your Wedding,
wedding would be embarrassing.
10156. Be sure to mention the title.
Her family would think I am a
Engagement,
DEAR DR. GOTT: I am now 69
loser. Any suggestions?
years old and for most of my adult life
TIED UP IN KNOTS
or Social Event
I worked for a food service. My job
against the lead of the heart king.
South dealer.
was to unload trucks, carry the boxes
in the
DEAR TIED UP: One of the Neither side vulnerable.
Some declarers won the heart,
up a flight of stairs and deliver the
most important ingredients in a
NORTH
drew trumps and then played the
food. I always thought that this was a
Murray(edger
A-K and another club, hoping for a
•AK 9652
successful marriage is communipretty good workout, but my friend
V 104
3-3 club split. When West showed
cation. Tell your fiancee how you
& Times.
insists that the only healthful exercise
up with four clubs, these declarers
•9 7
feel. A wedding is for both the
is the result of walking and weight liftyou'll be glad
went down one.
bride and groom. It shouldn't be
+876
ing. Is this correct?
only by the
fantasy
created
a
WEST
EAST
Other declarers, reluctant to
DEAR READER: Exercise comes in
you did!
Therefore, she may have
bride.
10
8
3
place
their faith entirely in an even
Q
7
4
•
J
many forms and in variable degrees.
to alter her dream wedding to VKQJ 3
V 9 8 7 6 2 club break, found a way to add
As a general rule, any physical activiconform with reality.
•10 3
+64
significantly to that possibility. They
*Q 10
won the heart lead, cashed the A-K
+J 9 3 2
.40Ek. I ILY c C2,NI I
of clubs and played a third club. If
SOUTH
+—
the opposing clubs were divided 3L_C31\1 Ck I E
3, they would be home free; if the
V A5
•AKQJ 852
clubs divided 4-2, there was still
54
the
possibility of ruffmg the fourth
*A
K
oo YOU HAVE
WELL,`CVO Ewe TTER
club in dummy,provided the oppoThe bidding:
TALK
ROGER,
ROGERS rNEsAuRus"
HERE ..NE TNINKS
North East nent with the doubleton club did
South West
MS WS
Pass not have the ten of diamonds.
Pass
2
2•
Unfortunately, West won the
Pass
Pass
3
3•
Pass
4+
Pass third club, cashed a high heart and
4+
returned the jack of clubs. East
5•
overruffed dummy's nine of diaOpening lead — king of hearts.
This deal appeared in the 1959 monds with the ten, and again the
National Intercollegiate Bridge contract went down one.
A number of Souths found the
Tournament. This once-popular
competition, which at its height winning — and by far the best —
attracted entries from about 150 play. After taking the first heart,
colleges annually, featured deals they led a low trump to dummy's
on which a par result was pre- seven! East won with the ten, but
CM Fl V
established. Contestants then had there was no way to stop declarer
to achieve the par in the bidding, from eventually crossing to
DROP A
YOU DON'T NEED ME TO
NOW WHAT ? WHY
/- STOP BUGGING rAE 1!
play or defense to receive full dummy's nine of diamonds and
SLIMY RAWYOU'RE SUPPOSE0
THROW THE WILL! THERE'S
ARE YOU PAWING ME??
discarding two clubs on the A-K of
credit.
HIDE IN HER.
ANOTHER DO& HERE! Rum! TO SE ENTERTAINING
YOU HAVE. A DO& FRIEND
In today's deal, the spotlight spades. These declarers lost only
LAP AGAIN
EACH OTHER !!
TO PLAY WITH!
ROMP! DO DO& THINGS!!
was on declarer play. South was two tricks — a diamond and a heart
THAT'S MY
directed
to play in five diamonds — to achieve a well-earned par.
FA VORI TE
REACTION!!
Tomorrow: The telltale heart.
©2001 King Features Syndicate Inc
ARF
ARC'
ty that increases your heart rate and
causes some breathlessness will be
beneficial. I don't understand your
friend's objection; after all, your job
required both walking and lifting.
What's the problem? My concern is
that now, at 69, you have either
retired or cut back on your duties.
This may mean that your activity level
has declined. As you know, for exercise to be healthful it has to be continued. So I recommend that you walk
regularly (at least) and consider supplemental activity (such as weight
training, swimming or gardening) to
keep yourself in shape.
DEAR DR. GOTT: My grandson
brought itch mites home from school.
Now I think I have got them through
washing his clothes. I itch uncontrollably. Can you help me?
DEAR READER: Scabies, an itchy
rash caused by the itch mite as it burrows into the skin and lays eggs, is
spread by physical contact and by
touching contaminated clothing or
bedding. The mite is killed and the
rash is easily treated by the prescription cream (or lotion) Eurax. Because
the itch mite does not survive long off
the human body, fumigation is not
necessary; clothing and bedding can
simply be machine laundered.

By Peter H. Gott, M.D.

Hidden Asset

CROSSWORDS

LAWRENCE CAME iNTO
-THE STORE TODAV, CONNIE
HE'S LOOKIN&GOOD,
ISN'T HE,EL

EVER SINCE HIS FRIEND,
C HOL AS,STARTED WORKING WITH HIM, HE'S BEEN
SO FOcusED AND FuLL OF
SELF-CONFIDENCE
ItAhlk

PO you MIND IF I ASO—)r- Mk./ ADULT KIDS DON'T
LOHATT THEIR RELAIONt3HiP TELL ME EVERyTHINI6
IS? ELLV, I
-THEy'RE UP TO, EITHER!
DON'T Fey
INTO my SON'S PERSONAL LIFE AS LON6 AS
HE'S HAPPy AND

PRODUCTIVE --THAT'S
tb)

ALL THAT MATTERS'

42 Juan's aunt
44 Greeting
46 Cal —
(school)
48 Lawyer
(abbr
50 A blow with
the head
51 Assist
53 French
painter
55 Kate or Ernie
58 North
Carolina city
61 "— — my
brother's
keeper"
62 — chords
64 Slender finial
65 Chinese
pagoda
66 — alcohol
67 Baseball slat

1 — Mahal
4 Top of the
head
9 — Moines
12 Year (Sp )
13 — beaver
14 Omelet
ingredient
15 NFL team
17 Bridgette —
19 Of the
smelling
organ
21 Pronoun
22 European
capital
24 Weep
26 College

sports org

TOMORROW I'M GrOi NO BACK
TO GETTING PRE55649 AFTER

N

I TAKE MY SHOWER!

29 Vote for an
office
31 Conflict
33 6-pointers
for short
34 Amer soldier
35 — Kippur
37 "Hee
39 Capital
letters (abbr
40 — Mane
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I HAVE ONE ;RO44 THAT
ROUND-HEADED KID AND
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NEE, THREE MORE
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TODAY IN HISTORY
By The Associated Press
Today is Wednesday, March 7,
the 66th day of 2001. There are 299
days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On March 7, 1850, in a speech to
the U.S. Senate, Daniel Webster endorsed the Compromise of 1850 as
a means of preserving the Union.
On this date:
In 1876, Alexander Graham Bell
received a patent for his telephone.
In 1926, the first successful
transatlantic radio-telephone conversation took place, between New
York and London.
In 1936, Adolf Hitler ordered his
troops to march into the Rhineland,
thereby breaking the Treaty of Versailles and the Locarno Pact.
In 1945, during World War if,
U.S. forces crossed the Rhine River
at Remagen, Germany, using the
damaged but still usable Ludendorff
Bndge.
In 1965, a march by civil nghts
demonstrators was broken up in
Selma, Ala., by state troopers and a
sheriffs posse.
In 1975, the Senate revised its
filibuster rule, allowing 60 senators
to limit debate in most cases, instead of the previously required
two-thirds of senators present.
One year ago: Texas Gov.
George W. Bush and Vice President
Al Gore were the big winners in Super Tuesday primaries. The Nasdaq
composite crossed the 5,0(X) mark
for the first time before retreating.
Country singer Frank "Pee Wee"
King died in Louisville. Kentucky.
at age 86.

16 Actress

5 Spanish
homes
6 Silver symbol
7 Beirut is its
cap
8 Implore
9 Subtract
10 The conceit
11 Military off
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2 Blackbird
3 Ms

Woodward
4 Deposits
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5

6
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WELL, Al
LEAST YOU
TRI
SOMETHING

ray, Paul Rushing tor Calloway,
David Davis for Benton and Sherman Cothran for South Marshall.
Births reported include a girl
to Mr. and Mrs. Robert Taylor,
Feb. 29, and a girl to Mr. and
Mrs. Danny Cunningham, March
2.
Mr. and Mrs. Goebel Thweatt
were married 50 years March 5.
Forty years ago
Donna Ruth Grogan of Calloway County is one of four top
ranking 4-Hers of Kentucky selected to attend the National 4-H Club
Conference in Washington, D.C.,
April 22 to 28.
John H. Hombuckle Jr., gunner's mate second class, USN, is
serving, aboard the dock landing
ship USS Catamount, operating in
the Western Pacific.
Mrs. Bob Moore presented a
lesson on "Mixing Old and New
Furniture" at a meeting of West
Hazel Homemakers Club at her
home.
Fifty years ago
Pvt. Joe Richard Nance, son of
Mr. and Mrs. Purn Nance, has
completed basic training at Camp
Breckenridge and will now be stationed at Camp Pickett, Va.
Births reported include a boy
to Mr. and Mrs. Orvis Strader,
Feb. 28; a boy to Mr. and Mrs.
Billy Hill, March 1; a boy to Mr.
and Mrs. Elmus Morris, a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. Douglass Shoemaker, a boy to Mr. and Mrs. O.B.
Turnbow Jr., and a boy to Mr.
and Mrs. Treman McCuiston, March
3; a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Edgar
Linn. March 5.
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McKeon
18 Man's name
20 Base
22 Sire
23 Oval fruit
25 Scrooge word
27 Grownup
28 Tie
30 Youngster
32 Cheering
word
36 Ms Farrow
38 Steven of

"Wings"
41 Early name
for Nova
Scotia
43 Bank
machine
45 Singer

Vandross
47 Towel
insignia
49 Mall Lauer's
a m show
52 Peaceful bird
54 Nothing
55 Chapeau
56 Ms Thurman
57 Negative
59 Lawenforcement
abbr
60 Roman 1002
63 Heston ID
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MS conducts raids
NEW YORK (AP) — Hundreds
of Internal Revenue Service investigators have raided several suspected promoters of tax evasion
schemes in what the agency calls
its most extensive crackdown ever,
The New York Times reported Tuesday.
The IRS, in pursuit of promoters who used foreign banks
and trusts to help people hide their
income, sent 300 of its 2,700 criminal tax investigators to make four
arrests and conduct more than three
dozen searches last week, the newspaper said.
"Last week's historic, enforce-

ment activities send an unmistakable signal about IRS commitment
to pursue investigations of promoters and their clients who would
try to move money offshore to evade
taxes," IRS Commissioner Charles
0. Rossotti told the Times.
The four arrested were affiliated with Anderson's Ark, a company that sells what the agency
calls sham trusts for tax evaders.
Two men were charged with tax
evasion and money laundering; the
others were charged as accessories.
Keith Anderson, the owner of
Anderson's Ark, told the Times

that he and those arrested during
raids in Costa Rica and Washington state had done nothing wrong
and would be vindicated if tried.
The IRS also raided the Institute of Global Property, an Internet company; author Jerome Schneider's California office; and the
offices of Schneider's lawyer, Eric
Witmeyer.
Schneider wrote and published
"The Complete Guide to Offshore
Money Havens" and "How to Own
Your Own Private International
Bank." Harland Braun, Schneider's
lawyer, said his client had not violated any laws.

SERVICE NOTES
Air Force Airman Dana L. Wells
has graduated from basic military
training at Lackland Air Force
Base, San Antonio, Texas.
During the six weeks of training, the airman studied the Air Force
mission, organization, and customs
and received special training in
human relations.
In addition, airmen who corn-

AUTO TECHNOLOGY...Mitch McNutt, fourth from left, is the new auto technology instructor at Murray/Calloway Area Technology Center with students from both Calloway and
Murray High Schools. Advanced students may be placed in a local auto repair business
upon recommendation of the teacher and gain high school credit while getting experience
in the field. Students pictured, from left, are Ryan Buchanan, Tyler Harper, Jeremy Carraway, McNutt, Wesley Wells, Clint Kear, Chris King and Josh Schecter. For more information call 753-1870.

plete basic training earn credits
toward an associate degree through
the Community College of the Air
Force.

Wells is a 2000 graduate of
Massac County High School,
Metropolis.

She is the daughter of Daniel
Wells of 20 James Drive, Metropolis, Ill., and granddaughter of
Claude Wells of 1714 Oak Hill
Drive, Murray.

Father: Adoption 'best for the girls'

Now Get
A Discount On Car
Insurance Without
Getting A Discount
On Service.
See me for details on how you may save up to 32,
Don Henry, Agent
302 East Main Street
Murray, KY
270/753-9939

NEW YORK (AP) — The biological father of twin girls whose
adoption over the Internet has created an international uproar said
Monday that he had consented to
giving up the children because he
thought it would be best for them.
Aaron Wecker told CBS News'
"The Early Show" ttrit he had left
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State Farm Indemnity Company (N.1)• Home Offices: Bloomington. Illinois

e...

Rudy's
Court Square • NItirrav • 753-1612

it up to his estranged wife, Tran- Wecker said he can take care of
da Wecker, to arrange the trans- the girls because "I have a steady
fer and didn't meet any of the job, I have a house, a lot of room,
other parties involved in the case. a very nice, rural setting. I'd just
A California couple say they like my girls back home with me.
tried to adopt the girls through an That's — I think that's the best
Internet adoption broker but lost for them." He acknowledged he
them to a British couple who paid had had a drug problem but said
more. The girls are now in the it was over, adding, "A lot of peocustody of British authorities. The ple have a lot of problems."
California and British couples,
A spokeswoman for Johnson's
along with both Aaron and Tran- adoption agency, A Caring Heart,
da Wecker separately, are vying has denied the agency sells babies
and said it is a legitimate adopfor the twins in various courts.
Aaron Wecker acknowledged he tion facilitator.
For now, British officials are
had supported having the girls put
keeping
custody of the twins until
up for adoption after their birth
the legal picture becomes clearer.
in June.
Aaron Wecker lives in the St.
"Tranda and I were separated,"
Louis
suburb of Arnold. He has
Wecker said. "We already have a
girl that we're raising separated. court actions pending in St. Louis
I thought at the time that was and in Little Rock, Ark.
The Aliens also had brought
best for the girls, to join a famcourt action in Little Rock, trying
ily that are together."
Richard and Vickie Allen of to convince a judge to set aside
Highland, Calif., say they began the Kilshaws' adoption as frauduthe process of adopting the babies lent. But on Friday, the Aliens'
when they paid a $6,000 fee to Arkansas attorneys, Lynn Lisk and
the Internet adoption broker, Tina Ed Webb, said they wanted out
Johnson. But later, Alan and Judith of the custody case because
Kilshaw of Wales gave $12,000 molestation charges were filed
to Johnson and adopted the chil- against Richard Allen. The law
dren in Arkansas. The Kilshaws firm's motion to withdraw was
argue that the Arkansas adoption pending.
It was unclear whether the Aliens
should stand.
would
try to hire another attorney
Tranda Wecker has said she
in
Arkansas;
their prior phone numregretted giving up the girls and
ber in California has been diswants them back.
In the CBS interview, Aaron connected. Lisk said that when he
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1/2" Electric
Impact Wrench

40pc Socket Set
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1500 PSI High
Pressure Washer
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"Sale begins MARCH 1 and ends MARCH 31."

3.75 HP
Briggs & Stratton
Engine,
1500 PSI, 25 Hose,
Professional Grade
lance,
Durable Cast
Aluminum Pump
with Automatic
Detergent Injection
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Our dealers want to make way for new inventory...
Out with the old to make room for the new.

business news read
the Ledger & Times

Cummins Tools®

This storewide event features

off!!

For all the

Huge Tool Sale!!

/00

savings up to 60%

told the Aliens that his firm was
backing out, Vickie Allen told him
she believed the best place for the
children would be with their natural father.
Richard Allen, 49, was accused
of molesting two of his family's
baby sitters, ages 13 and 14. He
pleaded innocent last week to three
counts of a lewd act with a child
under the age of 14 and one count
of indecent exposure.
Tranda Wecker also has had
legal troubles lately. She had faced
a hearing Monday where she could
have been sent to jail in a 1999
theft case, but a court official said
the hearing was canceled and Wecker would be allowed to remain on
probation. No reason was given
for the move.
Police and prosecutors have not
released details of the case, other
than to say the case was originally a felony because the stolen
goods were worth at least $750.
In a deal with prosecutors. Wecker pleaded guilty to a misdemeanor
and was placed on a year's probation. She had been accused of
violating probation by driving while
her license was revoked.
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